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ABSTRACT
The cooperative or diffusively coupled growth of multiple phases during solidification is
one of the most widely observed and generally important classes of phase transformations in
materials. Technologically, low melting temperature and small freezing range contribute to
excellent casting fluidity and fine composite structures give rise to favorable properties. Both
of these features contribute to the wide application of eutectic alloys in the casting, welding,
and soldering of engineered components. Despite the broad-based technological importance,
many fundamental questions regarding eutectic solidification remain unanswered, severely lim-
iting our ability to employ computational methods in the prediction of microstructure for the
effective design of new materials and processes. At the core of the most persistent questions,
lie problems involving multicomponent thermodynamics, solid-liquid and solid-solid interfacial
phenomena, morphological stability, chemical and thermal diffusion, and nucleation phenom-
ena. In the current study, pattern selection dynamics in rod eutectics are investigated using
systematic directional solidification experiments and phase field simulations. Directional so-
lidification of a succinonitrile-camphor (SCN-DC) transparent alloy in thin slab geometries of
various thicknesses reveals two main points. First, a velocity is indentified at which a transition
in array basis vectors is observed in specimens with many rows of rods (i.e. bulk). This tran-
sition amounts to a 90 degree rotation of the rod array, shifting from alignment of 1st nearest
neighbors to alignment of 2nd nearest neighbors along the slide wall. Second, significant array
distortion is observed with decreasing slide thickness, δ, which ultimately leads to a single-row
(quasi-3D) morphology where δ/λ is on the order of unity. In our analysis of these observations,
we use a geometrical model to describe the rod arrangement as a function of slide thickness,
providing excellent agreement with observation, down to this quasi-3D regime. Further ex-
xii
perimental investigation of the early stages of growth shows that the mechanisms involved in
the initial dynamics are critical to the array development, especially under geometrical con-
straint. Phase field simulations show that several rod-type eutectic morphologies are stable
over different growth/boundary conditions. Normal circular-rod staggered-array morphologies
become unstable and give way to distorted rods and lamellar structures with decreasing ma-
terial thickness. Distended or peanut-shaped rods are also observed under certain conditions.
The boundaries of stability for these growth morphologies and the associated dynamics are
investigated here.
1Introduction
The cooperative or diffusively coupled growth of multiple phases during solidification is one
of the most widely observed and generally important classes of phase transformations in materi-
als. Technologically, due to having lower melting points compared with their pure components,
and small freezing ranges, these alloys have excellent fluidity exhibited during casting and fa-
vorable properties offered by the fine composite structures both of which contribute to the wide
application of eutectic alloys in the casting, welding, and soldering of engineered components.
Academically, the topic of eutectic solidification offers a wealth of rich problems involving multi-
component thermodynamics, solid-liquid and solid-solid interfacial phenomena, morphological
stability, chemical and thermal diffusion, and nucleation phenomena. Surprisingly, despite the
broad-based technological and academic importance, many fundamental questions regarding
eutectic solidification remain unanswered. This lack of understanding severely limits our ability
to employ computational methods in the prediction of microstructure for the effective design
of new materials and processing techniques through simulation.
Many of the currently unexplained behaviors observed in eutectic solidification arise from
a generally poor understanding of the fundamental interfacial processes that govern the dy-
namic self-regulation of diffusively coupled phases. Indeed, very little is understood regarding
the three-dimensional mechanisms critical for the local adjustment of the spacing and geomet-
ric distribution of phases during coupled growth. This is particularly evident in the case of rod
eutectics, where the three-dimensionality gives rise to more diverse variation in the microstruc-
ture compared to their lamellar counterparts. Accordingly, this research effort addresses this
deficiency by focusing on identification, characterization, and quantification of the complex
three-dimensional mechanisms involved in local adjustment and self-optimization of eutectic
2growth morphologies. It should be pointed out that this effort brings to bear several emerging
experimental and computational techniques never before focused on 3-D mechanisms. There-
fore, this work represents an attempt to provide detailed description of adjustment mechanisms
in three dimensions which is a significant advancement, particularly for rod eutectics.
Eutectic solidification
In 1884, Guthrie [1] named the property of having low temperature of fusion Eutexia which
is used in a similar manner by Aristotle. Simply by mixing elements and compounds together,
Guthrie found that for some metallic and salt alloys there is a specific composition where the
melting temperature is the lowest. He defined the word eutectics as “The bodies made up
of two or more constituents, which constituents are in such proportion to one another as to
give to the resultant compound body minimum temperature liquefaction”. As the definition
proposes, eutectic temperature is the lowest temperature at which an alloy can be melted in
the part of the phase diagram between the neighboring maxima. On a binary phase diagram,
an example of which is given in Fig. 1, the intersection of two liquidus curves having opposite
slopes represents eutectic equilibrium [2], at which liquid and two solid phases coexist. Below
this temperature, a homogeneous liquid transforms into two or more (for the case of ternary
or quaternary systems) solid phases simultaneously. Since eutectics have outstanding casting
behavior and excellent engineering properties due to their composite structure, they have been
used extensively [3]. Many important commercial casting alloys are binary eutectics and these
alloys are largely used due to their good fluidity, little tendency to form pores or exhibit hot
tearing, mainly because they solidify without a mushy zone [4]. Although eutectics with as
many as four phases have been observed [5], the focus here is on binary eutectic systems since
they are the ones that are mostly used in industry, and because nearly all of the important
aspects of eutectic solidification can be investigated without adding the complexity of additional
components and phases.
3Classification of eutectic structures
Eutectic structures exhibit a wide range of morphological arrangements depending on their
composition (phase fraction, Fig. 2), entropy of fusion (Fig. 3), growth conditions (convection
in liquid (Fig. 4), velocity (Fig. 5), etc.,), spacing with respect to minimum undercooling
spacing (Fig. 6), and some other effects which have not yet been fully understood (Fig. 7).
Among those, the most common classifications of eutectic structures depend on entropy of
fusion of phases and phase fraction which will be examined in the following sections.
Regular and irregular eutectics
In 1966, Hunt and Jackson [6] suggested to classify eutectic structures into three groups
based on the dimensionless entropy of fusion defined as
αi = ξ
∆Sif
R
(1)
where ∆Sif is the entropy of fusion for phase i, R is the gas constant, and ξ is a crystallo-
graphic factor which is ≤ 1.Generally speaking, nonmetals have high entropy of fusion (α > 2,
faceted), and metals have low entropy of fusion (α < 2, nonfaceted). Therefore, the three
possible combinations of these can form eutectics as:
i) non-faceted/non-faceted,
ii) faceted/non-faceted and
iii) faceted/faceted.
Non-faceted/non-faceted eutectics are generally called regular eutectics and lamellar and
rod eutectics are under this group. Irregular or complex regular eutectic growth takes place
when only one phase is faceted. For the case where both of the phases have high entropy of
fusion, coupled growth does not take place and there is no regularity in the microstructure at
all.
4Lamellar and rod-type eutectics
Regular structures form when both phases have low entropy of fusion as a result of which
eutectic may grow in all crystallographic directions [3]. When the volume fraction of one phase
is small, formation of rods is preferred since for a given spacing, the interfacial area between α
and β phases decreases with decrease in volume fraction of rods, whereas it remains constant
for lamellar structures. With isotropic surface energies, when volume fraction of a phase is
less than 0.28, the eutectic tends to be rod-type. On the other hand, if the volume fraction is
between 0.28 and 0.50 there is a tendency to form lamellar eutectic [3]. It is important to keep in
mind that these predictions are mostly for regular eutectics growing with low velocities. When
the interfacial energy is anisotropic, lamellar structure may form even for much lower volume
fractions as illustrated in Fe-C system where volume fraction of C is only 0.07. Furthermore,
lamellar to rod, and rod to lamellar transitions have been observed for a given binary system
both experimentally (Figs. 2, 4) [7, 8], and computationally (Fig. 8) [9].
Among all the different structural arrangements of eutectics (Fig.2-7), most of the theoret-
ical and experimental work has been done on the simplest arrangement which is the regular
lamellar structure. Unless otherwise is stated, the background information given below is about
the regular lamellar eutectic structures.
Thermodynamics and kinetics of eutectic growth
Phase diagram
For a simple binary eutectic phase diagram, as shown in Fig. 9, there are three phases,
namely α, β and L. Examples of Gibbs free energies at different temperatures are given in
Fig. 9 (a-i). At eutectic composition above Tb liquid is the stable phase as shown in Fig.
9 (a, b). At Tb, α and at Td β phases start to form. When the temperature reaches the
eutectic temperature, TE , α, β, and L phases are in equilibrium as illustrated in Fig. 9 (f,
g). Below this temperature, eutectic liquid transforms into two solid phases, α, and β, with
the reaction L(CE)→ α(Cα) + β(Cβ). The transformation takes place at temperatures below
TE , depending on the material and experimental conditions. Furthermore, the nature of the
5transformation may depend strongly on undercooling, which is a measure of driving force. For
eutectic transformation, the driving force is required mainly to compensate the energy needed
for diffusion and surface energy, which will be discussed later in this section.
Coupled growth
In 1912, Vogel [10] suggested that both α and β phases grow at the same time and that the
interface between them is perpendicular to the S/L interface. The schematics of the directional
and equiaxed eutectic growth structures suggested by Vogel [10] are given in Fig. 10. Later, it
was experimentally shown that the S/L interface is perpendicular to the α/β interface. In 1925,
Tammann [11] made the first attempt to account for the existence of the lamellar structures [2].
He suggested that the phases nucleate and grow one after another. The formation mechanism
that he suggested is that while one phase is growing, the liquid next to it becomes enriched in
the other component until it reaches a critical composition, at which the other phase nucleates
laterally as shown in Fig. 11. Later, although there has been some attempts to understand
the nucleation of eutectics [12-14], there are still many unanswered questions regarding initial
dynamics of eutectic formation and much less is known about how to control these dynamics.
On the other hand, growth of eutectics is reasonably well understood and will be explained in
the following subsections.
Coupled zone
The concept of coupled zone was first proposed by Tammann and Botschwar [15], who ex-
amined the growth velocities of primary and eutectic phases by performing experiments on
transparent model alloys and showed that the velocity of eutectic was higher than the one
for primary phases over an extended composition range. Additionally, they revealed that the
velocity of the primary phases is highly composition dependent and decreases as the com-
position approaches the eutectic composition, CE . Later, the coupled zone was defined as
the temperature-composition region on a phase diagram where coupled eutectic growth takes
place [16]. When the eutectic phases have low entropy of fusion, the coupled zone tends to
be symmetrical and eutectic growth may takes place even for large undercoolings over a wide
6compositional range as shown in Fig. 12a. However, for irregular eutectics, single phase (pla-
nar, cellular, or dendritic) growth may take place even at CE at large undercoolings due to
skewed coupled zone (Fig. 12b). Furthermore, if the eutectic is not pure enough, the planar
eutectic solid/liquid (S/L) interface may become unstable due to impurity built up in front of
the interface which results in formation of cellular eutectics at moderately high velocities, and
dendritic eutectics either with an increase in velocity [17] or impurity content [18] as shown
in Fig. 13. In addition to the two phase instabilities stated above, instability of only one
phase may also take place at off-eutectic compositions which leads to formation of single phase
dendrites and eutectic in between them [3].
Early theories of coupled growth
The first two solutions of diffusion equations for eutectoid growth were done by Brandt [19]
and Scheil [20] during the 2nd World War, both of which relates undercooling to the Pe´clet
number, which is λV [21]. Brandt also suggested that during growth, the S/L interface is curved
and this curvature affects both the composition and the spacing. In the same year, Zener
[22] proposed that the equilibrium phase diagram cannot be used for curved S/L interface.
Furhermore, he suggested the maximum growth rate criterion at fixed undercooling and by
solving the eutectoid growth problem with taking into account the effect of capillarity, found
the first [21] steady-state coupled growth equation as:
∆Tλ = K (2)
By extending Zeners work, Hillert [23] obtained the solution for the eutectoid transforma-
tion assuming a planar interface. He calculated the change in composition and activities of the
two phases due to the curved S/L interface and determined the interface shape between growing
pearlite and austenite as shown in Fig. 14. Later, Tiller [24] took into account the conditions
of directional solidification and suggested that the growth occurs at the minimum undercooling
for constant velocity and similar to the maximum growth rate criterion of Zener for a constant
undercooling, he wrote down the famous relationship between spacing and velocity as:
λ2V = K (3)
7It is shown experimentally that this relationship holds for many eutectic systems as given
in Table 1. Additionally, using constitutional supercooling theory, Tiller was able to explain
qualitatively the conditions under which cellular structures are preferred over lamellar or rod-
like structures.
In 1966, Jackson and Hunt(JH) [25] presented the steady-state solution for both rod and
lamellar eutectic growth for the general case where there is no restrictions on the relative
volumes of the phases and composition of the liquid. Since it is the most complete theory, the
majority of the information given in following sections is based on it.
Diffusion
As mentioned earlier in this section, while eutectic transformation takes place, liquid with
composition CE turns into α and β with compositions Cα and Cβ, respectively (Fig. 1). For
this transformation to occur, excess B in front of the α/L interface should diffuse away as A
rich α phase solidifies. Instead of forming a large boundary layer, which is roughly 2D/V , in
front of the interface, the rejected B diffuses laterally toward the β phase which needs B to
grow. The diffusion paths of B are schematically shown in Fig. 15(a). Hence, the eutectic
growth rate is highly dependent on the lateral diffusion rate. As a result of this lateral diffusion,
the boundary layer is generally as thin as half of the interlamellar spacing.
The steady-state growth of eutectic will be discussed in this section. Since regular lamellar
eutectic structure is the simplest morphology (due to its 2D symmetry) among the eutectic
structures it will be used to explain the growth behavior of binary eutectics. Under steady-
state conditions no net mass transfer can take place between one pair of lamellar and another.
For simplicity, the symmetric phase diagram shown in Fig. 1 with equal volume fraction of
solid phases will be used and only the diffusion in half of each lamella will be considered since
under steady-state conditions there is no net mass transfer in or out. The main assumptions
are:
i) The S/L interface is planar and isothermal
ii) The α/β interface is parallel to the growth direction which is perpendicular to the S/L
interface
8iii) The diffusion in solid phases is neglected since it is very small compared to the diffusion
in liquid.
For the coordinate system moving with velocity V in the growth direction, z, at steady-
state, the diffusion equation can be written as:
∇2C + V
D
∂C
∂z
= 0 (4)
For a planar lamellar interface, with Sα and Sβ being half of the widths of α and β phases
respectively (as shown in Fig. 16) the boundary conditions are:
C = CE + C∞ at z =∞ (5a)
∂C
∂x
= 0 at x = 0 and x = Sα + Sβ (5b)
where C∞ is the difference between the initial and the eutectic composition.
Additionally, due to conservation of mass:(
∂C
∂z
)
z=0
= −V (CE − C
α
S )
D
for 0 ≤ x < Sα (6a)(
∂C
∂z
)
z=0
= −V (C
β
S − CE)
D
for Sα < x ≤ Sα + Sβ (6b)
where D is the diffusion coefficient.
The exact solution of eqn. 4 is basically multiplication of exponential and Fourier (circular)
functions given as:
C = CE + C∞ +
∞∑
n=0
Bn cos
(
npix
Sα + Sβ
)
e
z
0@− V
2D
−
s
( V2D )
2
+
„
npi
Sα+Sβ
«21A
(7a)
which reduces to
C = CE + C∞ +B0e−
V
D
z +
∞∑
n=1
Bn cos
(
npix
Sα + Sβ
)
e
− npiz
Sα+Sβ for npiSα+Sβ  V2D (7b)
and can be approximated as:
C = CE + C∞ +B0e−
V
D
z +B cos(gx)e−bz (7c)
9where;
g = 2piλ
λ = 2(Sα + Sβ)
b = V2D +
√(
V
2D
)2 + (2piλ )2 or b ∼= 2piλ for P  1
The exponential term is used to formulate the boundary layer in front of a single phase as
shown in Fig. 18, and the Fourier function is for the alternating pattern of eutectic structure
as shown in Fig. 17(a).
By satisfying flux balance at the interface, the remaining constants B0 and B can be
obtained. The flux balance for the α/L and β/L interfaces are given as:
V (kα − 1)CE = D
(
∂C
∂z
)
z=0
for α phase (8a)
−V (kβ − 1)(1− CE) = D
(
∂C
∂z
)
z=0
for β phase (8b)
The negative sign in eqn. 8b is due to the negative concentration gradient in front of the
β/L interface as shown in Fig. 18. Taking the derivative of eqn. 7c with respect to z inserting
in eqn. 8 and integrating with respect to x yields:
fV λB0 + 2D sin(pif)B = (1− kα)CEfV λ (9a)
(1− f)V λB0 + 2 sin(pif)B = (kβ − 1)(1− CE)(1− f)V λ (9b)
These eqns. can be solved for B0 and B to give:
B0 = f(C
β
S − CαS )− (CβS − CE) (10a)
B =
f(1− f)V λ(CβS − CαS )
2D sin(pif)
(10b)
B0 will be zero when the phases have same density and in general it will be very small with
respect to B.
So, the solution is obtained with all of its constants. One last point to take into account
is the coupling of composition with temperature. This will be done simply by calculating
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the liquid average concentration of α/L and β/L interfaces (assuming planar interfaces) and
multiplying this average with the liquidus slopes. The average concentrations are given as:
∆Cα = B0 +B
sin(pif)
pif
(11a)
∆Cβ = B0 −B sin(pif)
pi(1− f) (11b)
Therefore, the solute undercoolings are given as:
∆Tαc = |mα|
[
B0 +B
sin(pif)
pif
]
(12a)
∆T βc = −|mβ|
[
B0 −B sin(pif)
pi(1− f)
]
(12b)
JH also calculated the diffusion solution for rod eutectics by using Bessel function series
instead of cosine series. The problem again can be written in the form of eqn. 4 with the
following boundary conditions:
C = CE + C∞ at z =∞ (13a)
∂C
∂r
= 0 mboxat r = 0 and r = rα + rβ (13b)
where rα is the radius of the rod, and rα + rβ is the half of the inter-rod spacing for a perfect
hexagonal arrangement of rods as shown in Fig. 19.
The solution for eqn. 4 for the rod array is similar to the one given for lamellar with the
difference of replacing the cosine function with Bessel function (Fig. 17(b)) as:
C = CE + C∞ +A0e−
V
D
z +
∞∑
n=1
AnJ0
(
γnr
rα + rβ
)
e
− γnz
rα+rβ (14)
where γn is a root for J1(x) = 0 and
γn ∼= npi (15a)
A0 =
(
rα
rα + rβ
)2 (
CβS − CαS
)
−
(
CβS − CE
)
(15b)
An =
2V rα
(
CβS − CαS
)
J1
(
γnrα
rα+rβ
)
D[γnJ0(γn)]2
(15c)
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Surface energy
In general, surface energy plays an important role in formation of microstructures when the
ratio of surface area to volume is appreciable. Since the typical spacing between the eutectic
phases is on the order of microns, the interfacial area enclosed within eutectic morphologies
is pretty large. During solidification, α and β growth fronts should be curved due to the
mechanical equilibrium required at the triple junction, which is given simply as:
σαβ = σαL sin θαL + σβL sin θβL (16)
where σαβ is the free energy of the interface between α and β, and θ is the angle shown in Fig.
20. At this triple junction, each phase tries to minimize its area/volume ratio by minimizing θ.
This surface energy effect changes the equilibrium undercooling as a function of spacing since
as the spacing gets smaller the curvature at the interface increases.
κα =
2 sin(θα)
fλ
(17a)
κβ =
2 sin(θβ)
(1− f)λ (17b)
By multiplying the average curvature with the Gibbs-Thomson coefficient the curvature
undercooling is calculated to be:
∆Tαr = Γα
2 sin(θα)
fλ
(18a)
∆T βr = Γβ
2 sin(θβ)
(1− f)λ (18b)
where Γ is the Gibbs-Thomson coefficient (σ/∆Sm). Interface energy, σ, is a function of
composition and temperature. Therefore change in composition (and temperature) at the S/L
interface may cause solute segregation or depletion at the center of the interface as shown in
Fig. 15.
To sum up, both diffusion and surface energy play important roles in growth of eutectics.
While the concentration gradient at the interface (which forms energy gradient) tries to de-
crease λ to shorten the diffusion path, minimization of surface energy requires increase in the
spacing. By taking into account these two forces, in 1966, Jackson and Hunt [25] calculated
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the total average undercooling at the S/L interface by combining eqn. 12 and eqn. 18 as:
∆Tα = |mα|
[
B0 +B
sin(pif)
pif
]
+ Γα
2 sin(θα)
fλ
(19a)
∆Tβ = −|mβ|
[
B0 −B sin(pif)
pi(1− f)
]
+ Γβ
2 sin(θβ)
(1− f)λ (19b)
Due to coupling, ∆Tα = ∆Tβ = ∆T . Therefore the average undercooling is given as:
∆T =
|mα||mβ|
|mα|+ |mβ|V λ
(
CβS − CαS
)
2piD
+
2(1− f)|mβ|Γα sin(θα) + 2f |mα|Γβ sin(θβ)
f(1− f)(|mα|+ |mβ|)α (20)
This equation can be written as:
∆T = KcλV +
Kr
λ
(21)
where Kr and Kc are material constants given as:
Kc =
|mα||mβ|
|mα|+ |mβ|
(
CβS − CαS
)
2piD
(22)
Kr =
2(1− f)|mβ|Γα sin(θα) + 2f |mα|Γβ sin(θβ)
f(1− f)(|mα|+ |mβ|) (23)
Eqn. 21 is plotted in Fig. 21 for a constant velocity (directional solidification case). Here
it can be seen that at larger spacings, eutectic growth is controlled by diffusion, and at smaller
spacings, surface energy is the dominant factor. With the increase in growth velocity, the
spacing decreases due to having less time for diffusion. The sum of these two undercoolings
exhibits a minimum which is called the extremum condition and the following relationships
hold at this minimum:
λ2V =
Kr
Kc
(24)
∆T
V 1/2
= 2(KrKc)1/2 (25)
∆Tλ = 2Kr (26)
The spacing that corresponds to this minimum undercooling is called extremum spacing
where according to JH the eutectic growth takes place. However, it has been experimentally
shown that there are a range of stable spacings which is called operating range of eutectics
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and this subject will be discussed in the following section. In the case of equiaxed (isothermal)
growth where ∆T is constant, eutectic growth takes place at the spacing which corresponds to
maximum velocity as shown with point “A” in Fig. 22 [3].
It is important to note that the theory explained above is only applicable when 1  DV .
Trivedi et.al. [26] showed that JH model is valid for growth velocities less than ∼10mm/s. Fur-
thermore, Magnin and Kurz [27] extended the model by taking into account the non-isothermal
eutectic front of irregular eutectics and revealed that JH theory explains the irregular eutectic
growth reasonably well for velocities more than ∼0.1µm/s.
Operating range of eutectics
The physical properties of eutectics depend mostly on the regularity, arrangement, and
spacing of the microstructure. By understanding and controlling the operating range of eu-
tectics, homogeneous and well-aligned composite structures with advanced physical properties
can be produced (Ex: TaC in Ni-TaC eutectic exhibits a marked increase in the creep strength
of the alloy [3])
Limits of stability and spacing adjustment mechanisms
For directional solidification experiments, Tiller [24] suggested that the spacing, λmin, which
corresponds to minimum undercooling will be selected. Later, JH qualitatively predicted that
there is not a unique selected spacing, but instead a range of stable spacings exist. Additionally,
Cahn (ref. 17 of ref. [25]) proposed that the spacing smaller than λmin is inherently unstable
due to the depression formed at the interface which will end up with elimination of one lamella
as shown in Fig. 23 (a). On the other hand, when the spacing is larger than λmax, a pocket
forms in the center of the wider phase (Fig. 23 (b)) in which a new lamellar may nucleate.
Later, Jordan and Hunt [28] showed that λ2V value varies with composition. Additionally,
they have suggested that the spacing adjustment mechanisms are based on the movement of
lamellar faults. A year later, they experimentally showed that the average spacing is always
larger than λmin[29]. Additionally, they observed that as the growth velocity decreases, the
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minimum on the ∆T vs λ gets shallower and the range of stable spacings increases. Afterwards,
Cline et. al. [30] performed experiments with rod-type eutectics and suggested that the spacing
adjustment mechanisms are rod termination and branching for the lower and upper limit of
spacing, respectively. Soon after JH, Strassler and Schneider [31] investigated the stability
of lamellar eutectics and they found that as the spacing gets closer to λmin, the decay of
perturbations becomes faster. Therefore, they concluded that the eutectic spacing should
always be close to λmin. Afterwards, in 1981, Datye and Langer [32] took into account the
motion of triple junctions not only in transverse, but also in growth direction, and predicted
an oscillatory mode with a wavelength of 2λ.
During the last decade, it has been shown that spacings as low as 0.7λmin is also stable [33]
and elimination of lamellar takes place for spacings lower than this limit [33, 34]. Additionally,
it is also shown that the onset of the instability is temperature gradient and velocity depen-
dent. For the upper limit, different spacing adjustment mechanisms [35-47] such as zigzag
bifurcation, tilt instabilities, and oscillatory modes have been observed and it is shown that
these instabilities are temperature gradient independent [45, 46].
Effect of geometrical constraints on eutectic solidification
A natural consequence of the three-dimensionality of rod eutectics and the associated de-
grees of freedom for morphological evolution is the increased potential for influence of specimen
geometry on microstructure. While observations of the morphological arrangement of rod eu-
tectics are few in number [48, 49], a review of the available reports on lamellar eutectics [40,
49-51] and other [52-63] structures reveals that geometrical constraint is a general concern in
the development of solidification morphology. For example, the selection of lamellar eutectic
morphology has been shown [49-51] to be strongly history dependent in thin specimens but not
history dependent in thick (bulk) specimens, indicating that geometrical constraint imparted
by the thin slab geometry may alter the mechanisms available for morphological adjustment,
changing the observed dynamics and microstructure. This notion is supported by experiments
of Akamatsu et al. [40], who observed, in CBr4-C2Cl6 lamellar eutectics, that the upper limit
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of stable spacing in the thin (12 µm) slab case is approximately a factor of two lower than that
observed in the thick (100-350 µm) slab case. Rod and quasi-lamellar patterns have also been
observed for the succinonitrile(D)camphor (SCN-DC) system in thick (400 µm) and thin (12
µm) specimens, respectively [48]. Additionally, evidence of elongated rods has been observed
in thin samples, illustrating another means for adjustment under geometrical constraint [48,
64].
Goals and Objectives
Coupled growth structures are ubiquitous in multiphase solidification, and many aspects
of the dynamics of eutectic growth are reasonably well understood. Indeed, the analytical ap-
proaches of Zener [22], Hillert [23], Tiller [24], and ultimately Jackson and Hunt [25], in their
seminal article on the subject, provide a very reliable model for steady state binary eutectic
solidification of periodic lamellar and rod structures. However, the interface morphologies and
inherent 3-D microstructures observed especially in rod eutectics are not well described by the
current theory, indicating a lack of fundamental understanding. The characteristic length scale
for eutectic structures is generally taken as the eutectic spacing, λ. It is important to realize,
however, that while a single spacing parameter may be sufficient to characterize a lamellar
structure, it may not be sufficient for the case of a rod eutectic morphology. Rod eutec-
tic morphologies are fundamentally more complex than their lamellar counterparts, since the
three-dimensionality of the rod array gives rise to more diverse variation in the microstructure
[48, 65-76] and a broader range of mechanisms through which the adjustment of morphology
may proceed. With more microstructural degrees of freedom in such a system, it may be
unreasonable to expect that operating point selection, even in simple periodic arrays, can be
categorically described in terms of conventional spacing-velocity-undercooling selection param-
eters. Rather, length scale parameters that are more detailed than a simple eutectic spacing
may be required. However, review of the limited literature on directionally solidified rod eu-
tectic morphologies [48, 65-76] reveals that no such characteristic spacing parameters for rod
eutectics (and corresponding measurement methods) have yet been established. Therefore,
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benchmark experiments are needed which provide measurements of microstructural quantities
that describe the essential features of the rod array and associated diffusion field. In addition,
since experiments are often carried out in constrained geometries, particularly experiments
with transparent materials where thin-slab geometries are common, the influence of such con-
straint on array order must be understood. Moreover, although the limits of stability is now
well established for lamellar eutectics growing in 1D and 2D case, there is no explanation of
why the system selects these specific upper and lower limits. Furthermore, it is known that
only a finite band of spacing values are stable for a given velocity and experimental conditions,
but this band is not yet well established for rod eutectics. Further study of the dynamics of
these 3D patterns is necessary to understand the limits of stability and spacing adjustment
mechanisms in 3D. Another interesting question is about the onset of eutectic formation and
initial dynamics of eutectic growth since these issues play a very important role in selection of
eutectic structure. There has been some work on this area [13, 14, 42, 44]; however, it not yet
fully understood how the eutectic structure forms from a single phase layer, how this single
phase layer forms, what is the dynamics of the growth of this single phase layer, and how all
of the alpha phases for a given grain have the same crystallographic orientation. Accordingly,
the specific objectives of this investigation have been:
i) to experimentally investigate a morphological selection criteria that will account for the
increased number of degrees of freedom exhibited by the rod array and define the regimes of
applicability,
ii) to establish a set of structural parameters that is appropriate for the quantitative charac-
terization of local eutectic interface morphology (temperature and composition for each phase,
local spacing and phase fraction, phase orientation, local growth directions and divergence,
etc.) of rod eutectics and the spatial distribution of these,
iii) to understand effect of geometrical constraints on rod eutectics,
iv) to identify and characterize the 3D physical mechanisms that govern the stability and
dynamics of rod eutectics, to investigate the stability regimes in 3D,
v) to understand the initial dynamics of eutectic formation (effect of grain boundaries,
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thickness of the single phase layer, temperature of the S/L interface) and the effect of this
formation on overall steady-state morphology, and
vi) to investigate the effect of experimental conditions (transverse temperature gradient,
specimen thickness) on the formation of eutectic.
Methods
To meet these objectives and address the principal deficiencies in current understanding of
eutectic solidification, this work integrated carefully controlled solidification experiments with
advanced techniques in microscopy and image analysis to facilitate the 3-D characterization
of growth morphology and the spatial distribution of various quantitative structural descrip-
tors. With the ultimate goal of obtaining a deeper fundamental understanding of the complex
energetic and kinetic mechanisms governing eutectic solidification, the experiments was com-
bined with specific computational efforts focused on understanding particular mechanisms for
morphological regulation and selection in rod-type eutectic structures. The establishment of
such techniques enabled the detailed investigation of temporal variation during both steady
and transient growth conditions. Such advances are not only important for the understanding
of the fundamental behavior of eutectic interfaces but also for continued development in the
ability to control eutectic structures and produce better engineered materials through sophis-
ticated and innovative methods. The specific methods to be employed are outlined in the
following sections.
Experimental methods
Understanding eutectic structures requires controlling the experimental parameters. Trans-
parent organic materials were used for this study mainly due to the ability of in-situ observation
of the solidification front. Although transparent organic materials were first used by Tammann
and Botschwar in 1926 to understand eutectic structures [15], the technique has been used more
commonly and quantitatively after mid sixties.
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Succinonitrile-(D) camphor system was used for experimental studies since it is analogous
to non-faceted regular rod-like eutectic metals. The thermophysical properties of this system
is given in Table 2. Pure SCN solidifies with BCC structure, and at 233 K, it turns into
monoclinic crystal structure. Pure (D) camphor solidifies as a FCC crystal and at 372 K it
transforms into hexagonal lattice and at 244 K it becomes orthorhombic crystal structure [77].
Purification
Our work with transparent metal analog materials necessitated the fabrication of a facility
for the preparation and purification of these materials. Therefore, a sublimation setup was
established for (D)camphor (DC), and distillation and zone refining processes were used for
purification of succinonitrile (SCN).
The commercial succinonitrile with a purity of 99% was purified by distilling three times
under vacuum followed by 50-100 zone refining runs. The purity was verified through melting
temperature experiments in a ring heater.
The commercial (D)camphor with a purity of 98% was sublimed twice under vacuum. The
purity of camphor was measured by measuring the melting temperature with DSC(Differential
Scanning Calorimetry). The DSC sample holders were coated with gold to prevent the con-
tamination of sublimed camphor. Preparation of DSC samples and all other operations with
camphor were performed under a high purity nitrogen atmosphere since purity of camphor
changes quickly when it contacts with air. The melting temperature of purified camphor was
measured as 451.56 K.
In addition to purifying each component separately, a plane-front eutectic zone refining
procedure was used as a final purification step to displace impurities which may give rise to
a non-planar (e.g. cellular eutectic) interface. All specimens used for this investigation were
zone-refined in this manner until it could be verified that a planar eutectic interface would be
stable at velocities up to 1 µm/s in a temperature gradient of 5.0 K/mm.
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Preparation of eutectic specimens
The eutectic was prepared in a glove box under high purity nitrogen atmosphere. SCN
was taken out from a zone refining tube into the glass bottle by melting it using a heat gun.
The required amount of DC for eutectic composition was calculated and put onto the liquid
SCN. SCN and DC were mixed by a magnetic stirrer in enclosed glassware in order to avoid
sublimation of camphor. When camphor completely dissolves, the alloy was assumed to be
homogeneous and it was cooled. After the material completely solidified, it was taken out of
the glove box and put into a glass cylinder to prepare directional solidification specimens.
High aspect ratio rectangular tubes with various inner dimensions Table 2 were filled with
the eutectic material in a cylindrical chamber by capillary motion under nitrogen atmosphere.
The chamber was taken under vacuum, and filled with nitrogen several times to dilute the
atmosphere. Afterwards, the chamber is left under vacuum and the vacuum pump is turned
off to prevent sublimation of camphor. The material was heated to a temperature right above
TE and was mixed by a magnetic stirrer continuously in order to have a homogeneous eutectic
material. After getting a homogeneous liquid, the heated (to avoid solidification of the liquid
while the eutectic material moves up inside the tube) rectangular tube, one end of which had
been fused by torch, was inserted into the liquid. The tube was filled with capillary motion by
pressurizing the chamber with nitrogen. The material in the tube was cooled quickly to avoid
macrosegregation of the components during the solidification of the alloy. When the material
completely solidified, the specimen was taken out of the chamber and the open end was quickly
sealed.
Directional solidification (DS)
DS of transparent materials
A horizontal Bridgman-type directional solidification unit (Fig. 24), which basically consists
of copper blocks, microscope and camera system, a motor drive, multiple encoders, temperature
measuring and controlling setups, was designed and fabricated for eutectic growth experiments.
There are four copper blocks, two for cold, and two for hot zone. Two copper strips, which are
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placed in between the copper blocks, are connecting the cold zone to hot zone leaving 1 cm
gap in between them. The dimensions of the strips alter according to the dimensions of the
specimen in order to enhance the temperature field induced on the specimen by minimizing
the air gap in between the copper blocks and the specimen. The optical microscope, which is
equipped by 2 CCD cameras, is mounted on a stage with encoders in the x and z directions
and illuminator is placed under the gap in between hot and cold zone. The cold and hot zone
induced a temperature gradient to the system in a way that the solid liquid interface is in
between them, i.e. the material inside the hot zone is molten, and the one inside the cold zone
is frozen.
Temperature gradient was measured at various velocities including V=0 by measuring
the temperature profile obtained from calibrated, high precision thermocouples which were
placed inside the tubes which than were filled with eutectic material. In-situ undercooling
measurements were performed by measuring the interface movement by high precision encoder
with a resolution of 0.001 mm and multiplying the movement with the induced temperature
gradient.
Directional solidification (DS) experiments were carried out in an applied axial temperature
gradient of 5.0 K/mm and constant pulling velocities ranging from 0.004 to 0.800 (±0.02%)
µm/s were employed. The resulting solid-liquid interface was measured to be normal to the
slide plane to within 2 degrees. This inclination was determined for the static case by measuring
the relative locations of the interface at the upper and lower slide surfaces. Based on this
measured inclination of the isotherms, the vertical temperature change from top to bottom
was computed and the associated Grashof numbers were estimated. These values varied from
10−5 to 100 for the range of slide thicknesses used in this study, indicating that buoyancy
driven convection may be neglected. Moreover, no observable fluid flow or through-thickness
variation in microstructure was detected in any specimen, further supporting the assertion that
the transport is dominated by diffusion. Prior to directional growth, each specimen was held in
the stationary temperature gradient for 2 hours to several weeks. After the holding period, a
constant pulling velocity was applied from hot to cold zone by means of a computer controlled
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high precision screw mechanism until the steady-state eutectic growth front was established,
as indicated by a constant interface position within the gradient frame.
DS of metals
A vertical Bridgman-type directional solidification unit which is schematically shown in Fig.
25 was used for metals. This specialized unit enables us to perform unidirectional solidification
experiments using materials with melting temperatures up to approximately 800◦C. Furnace
capabilities and liquid-metal cooling features permit thermal gradients from approximately 5
to 10 K/mm. A computer controlled closed-loop-control stepper-motor system permits highly
reproducible solidification velocities from 5x10−7 to 2x10−3µm/s.
Computational methods
Phase field method has been extensively used in recent years for modeling solidification.
The method employs a phase-field variable, which defines if the material is solid or liquid as a
function of position and time. Interfaces are defined as the smooth change of this phase-field
variable, which avoids the problem of applying boundary conditions at the interface whose
location is part of the unknown solution.
The three-dimensional phase-field code which was used in this study was implemented by
Andrea Parisi [78] and is based on the Folch-Plapp model [44, 79, 80]. In this model, the
thickness of the diffuse phase-field interfaces can be chosen much larger than the thickness of
the real solid-liquid interfaces without changing the results of the simulations; which yields a
large gain in simulation speed. Furthermore, the code uses a finite difference discretization
on multiple grids, with grid spacings that are finest around the solidification front and get
progressively coarser inside the liquid. As a result, the code can simulate three-dimensional
specimens containing a few rods or lamellae in simulation times on the order of days on a
standard modern single processor.
The current version of the code allows for simulations at constant pulling speed with ar-
bitrary phase diagrams, and has several choices for boundary conditions. The boundary con-
ditions most suitable for simulations of thin samples are reflecting boundary conditions in the
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direction normal to the sample plane (since the presence of the glass plates implies a zero flux
of all the components at the boundary), and periodic boundary conditions in the direction
along the specimen plane, which corresponds to a structure which repeats along this direction.
This configuration can be immediately exploited to study steady-state arrangements of rods:
one or several rows of rods can be placed in the sample by creating a suitable initial condition,
which was then allowed to relax to steady-state by simply letting the dynamics run. From
the resulting steady-state structure, the geometrical information such as the shape of the rods
(in cross-section and projection) and the positions of the rod centers can be extracted, which
allowed us to study the transitions between the different structural arrangements as a function
of rod spacing, specimen thickness and growth speed. Particularly, the phase field model of
directional solidification was utilized to simulate various aspects of the eutectic interface, such
as the effect of geometrical constraints on the rod array, especially when the eutectic spacing
was on the order of specimen thickness. Direct comparison with experiment was made where
possible. The detailed information about the model used can be found in ref.[80].
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Figure 1: Typical phase diagram of a binary eutectic system. The undercooling necessary for
surface energy and diffusion is shown with the dotted lines. The dashed lines are the local
equilibrium conditions.
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Figure 2: The effect of composition on eutectic structures. a and b) Simulation images from
Ref.[47] with atomic percent of red phase a)0.32, b) 0.20. c-f) Pb-Sn images for initial Pb
atomic percent compositions of c) 24.8, d) 18.0, e) 15.0, f) 12.6 [7].
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(b)
Figure 3: Eutectic structures for a) low entropy of fusion material [45] (CBr4-C2Cl6, V=0.5
µm/s) b) high entropy of fusion material [82] ( Al-Si, V=50 µm/s).
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(b)
Figure 4: Effect of convection on Al-Cu eutectic (a) Rod eutectic near the inner edge of the
bulk sample (r = 0.8 mm). (b) A mixture of rod and lamellar microstructure at the periphery
of the bulk sample (r = 2.7 mm)[8]. The scale bar is 200µm.
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Fig. 1 Change in eutectic structure with velocity for Al-Si eutectic system [9, 13-15], 
Figure 5: Change in eutectic structure with velocity for Al-Si eutectic system [82-85].
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Fig.6  Effect of spacing, ! (with respect to minimum undercooling spacing, !min) on 
CBr4 –C2Cl6 eutectic microstructure, (a) !/!min " 1.6, (b) !/!min " 2.35, (c) !/!min " 2.7, 
(d) !/!min " 1.1, (e) !/!min " 2.1,  (f) !/!min " 2.5 [45]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(a) (b)
(e)
(f)
(c)
(d)
Figure 6: Effect of spacing, λ (with respect to minimum undercooling spacing, λmin) on CBr4
C2Cl6 eutectic microstructure, (a) λ/λmin ≈ 1.6, (b) λ/λmin ≈ 2.35, (c) λ/λmin ≈ 2.7, (d)
λ/λmin ≈ 1.1, (e) λ/λmin ≈ 2.1, (f) λ/λmin ≈ 2. [45].
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Figure 7: Complex eutectic morphologies a) Chinese scriptstructure in Bi-Sn [2], b) Degenerate
eutectic structure in CuAl2-Al [2], c) Spiral eutectic structure in Zn-Mg [2], d)Al-Cu.
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Fig.8 a)Rod to lamellar, and b)lamellar to rod transitions [9]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(b) 
(a) 
Figure 8: a)Rod to la ellar, and b)lamellar to rod transitions [9].
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Figure 9: (a-i) Gibbs free energy curves for the corresponding temperatures shown in the phase
diagram. (Adapted from [86]).
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Fig.10 Directional and equiaxed eutectic growth suggested by Vogel [10] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.11 Tammann’s hypothesis for formation of lamellar (adapted from [87]) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
!
""
Growth direction 
Figure 10: Directional and equiaxed eutectic growth suggested by Vogel [10].
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Growth direction 
Fig. 2 Tammann’s hypothesis for formation of lamellar (adapted from [2]) 
 
Figure 11: Tammann’s hypothesis for lamellar eutectic formation (adapted from [87]).
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Growth direction 
Fig. 2 Tammann’s hypothesis for formation of lamellar (adapted from [2]) 
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Growth direction 
Fig. 2 Tammann’s hypothesis for formation f lamellar (adapted from [2]) 
 
(b)
Figure 12: Schematic phase diagrams showing the zones in which coupled eutectic growth
occurs, a) Regular coupled zone, b) Skewed coupled zone [16].
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Figure 13: Interface instability of planar eutectic interface as a function of growth velocity and
impunity content; top left figure: Dendritic eutectic of CBr4-C2Cl6 grown with a high velocity
[17]; bottom left figure: Cellular eutectic of CBr4-C2Cl6 grown with a moderately high velocity
[17]; figure on the right: Phase selection map for Al-Cu-Ag system along the Al-Al2Cu eutectic
groove (E1 = pure binary eutectic point, E = ternary eutectic point, G = 103 Km−1) [18].
46
Figure 14: Interface shape between growing pearlite and austenite as a function of interlamellar
spacing [23].
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Fig.14 Interface shape between growing pearlite and austenite as a function of 
interlamellar spacing [23]. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.15 Eutectic interface concentration and temperature [3], a) Diffusion paths of B; it 
can be noted that the flux decreases as the distance from the interface increases b) 
Temperature profile. Tq* is the measurable temperature of the interface. It can be noted 
that Tl*  being lower than Tq* causes depletion at the center of ! phase. 
(b) 
(a) 
Figure 15: Eutectic interface concentration and temperature [3], a) Diffusion paths of B; it can
be noted that the flux decreases as the distance from the interface increases b) Temperature
profile. T∗q is the measurable temperature of the interface. It can be noted that T∗l being lower
than T∗l causes depletion at the center of β phase.
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Fig.16  Planar eutectic interface growth front assumed by JH. z is the growth direction.  
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Fig.17 a) Fourier and b) Bessel functions are used to explain the composition profile at 
the S/L interface for lamellar and rod-type eutectics respectively.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.18    Eutectic diffusion field in front of $ and % phases.   
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(a) (b)
Figure 16: Planar eutectic growth front assumption of J . z is the growth direction.
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Fig.16  Planar eutectic interface growth front assumed by JH. z is the growth direction.  
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Fig.17 a) Fourier and b) Bessel functions are used to explain the composition profile at 
the S/L interface for lamellar and rod-type eutectics respectively.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.18    Eutectic diffusion field in front of $ and % phases.   
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(a) (b)
Figure 17: a) Fourier and b) Bessel functions are used to explain the composition profile at
the S/L interface for lamellar r -type eutectics respectively.
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Fig.16  Planar eutectic interface growth front assumed by JH. z is the growth direction.  
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Fig.17 a) Fourie  and b) Bessel functions are us d to explain the composition profile at 
the S/L interface for lamellar and rod-type eutectics respectively.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.18    Eutectic diffusion field in front of $ and % phases.   
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(a) (b)
Figure 18: Eutectic diffusion field in front of α and β phases.
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Fig.19 Schematic representation of rod eutectic drawn by JH. The growth direction, z,  
is out of the page.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.20 Surface energies at the triple point junction. 
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Figure 19: Schematic representation of rod eutectic by JH. The growth direction, z, is out of
the page.
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Fig.19 Schematic representation of rod eutectic drawn by JH. The growth direction, z,  
is out of the page.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.20 Surface energies at the triple point junction. 
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Figure 20: Surface energies and angles at the triple junction.
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Fig.21 Effect of spacing on diffusional and capillary undercooling.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.22 Minimum undercooling criterion for directional solidification (constant velocity) 
and maximum growth criterion for equiaxed solidification (constant undercooling)[3]. 
ΔT
λ (μm)
ΔTdiffusion
ΔTcurvature
ΔTtotal
 
 
 
Figure 21: Effect of spacing on diffusional and capillary undercooling.
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Fig.21 Effect of spacing on diffusional and capillary undercooling.   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.22 Minimum undercooling criterion for directional solidification (constant velocity) 
and maximum growth criterion for equiaxed solidification (constant undercooling)[3]. 
!T
" (#m)
!Tdiffusion
!Tcurvature
!Ttotal
!"#!!"$!!"%&'()!
Figure 22: Minimum undercooling criterion for directional solidification (constant velocity)
and maximum growth criterion for equiaxed solidification (constant undercooling)[3].
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Figure 23: The growth of lamellae when the spacing is a) smaller than λmin and b) larger than
λmax [25].
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Figure 24: Schematic of the directional solidification setup.
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Fig.25 Schematics of vertical directional solidification furnace 
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Figure 25: Schematic of the metallic directional solidification setup.
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Table 1: Reported selection parameter values for eutectic systems
Eutectic System Morphology
Kr/Kc          
(mm3/s)
2(KrKc )0.5      
(Ksec0.5/mm0.5) Reference
Ag-Pb Regular, Lamellar 1.2 x 10-7 4.4 [92]
Ag3Sn-Sn Regular, Lamellar 2.8 x 10
-7
4.2 [92]
Ag-Cu Regular, Lamellar 8 x 10-8 5.66 [93]
Al-Cu Regular, Lamellar 8.84 x 10-8 [94]
Al-Al2Cu Regular, Lamellar 1.0 x 10
-7
[95]
Al-Al2Cu Regular, Lamellar 1.1 x 10
-7
0.73 [92]
Al-Al2Cu Regular, Lamellar 1.03 x 10
-7
4.05 [96]
Al-Al2Cu function of Co 1.2 x 10
-7-1.4 x 10-7 3-3.4 [97]
Al-Al2Cu Regular, Lamellar 9.2 x 10
-8
[98]
Al-Al2Cu Regular, Lamellar 1.01 x 10
-7
[98]
Al-Cu Regular, Lamellar 9.2 x 10-8 [99]
Al-Al2Cu (m) Regular, Lamellar 9.55 x 10
-8
[100]
Al-Al2Cu (M) Regular, Lamellar 1.812 x 10
-7
[100]
Al-Cu Regular, Lamellar 1.64 x 10-7 [100]
Al-Cu Regular, Lamellar 1.56 x 10-7 [101]
Al-Cu Regular, Lamellar 2.3 x 10-8 [102]
Al-Cu Regular, Lamellar 5.6 x 10-8 [102]
Al-Cu Regular, Lamellar 6.9 x 10-8 [102]
Al-Al2Cu f(Co), at CE  Lamellar Regular ~9X10
-8
[28]
Al-Al2Cu Regular, lamellar 8.3 x 10
-8
[28]
Al-Al2Cu Regular, lamellar 95 x 10
-9
[7]
Al-Al2Cu Regular, lamellar 91 x 10
-9 
[7]
Al-Al2Cu Regular, lamellar 3.923 x 10
-8
5.15 [93]
Al-Al2Cu (M) Regular, Lamellar 1.874 x 10
-7
[95]
Al-Al2Cu (e) Regular, Lamellar 1.072 x 10
-7
[103]
Al-Al2Cu (msc) Regular, Lamellar 2.27 x 10
-7
[103]
Al-Al2Cu (M) Regular, Lamellar 4.997 x 10
-7
[103]
Al-Zn Regular, Lamellar 4.9 x 10-8 - 1.0 x 10-7 [104]
Al-Al3Ni Regular, Lamellar 8.85 [105]
Al-Al6Fe Regular, Rod 6.32 [105]
Al-Al3Fe Irregular 12.97 [105]
Al2O3-ZrO2 Regular, Lamellar 9.6 x 10
-8
[106]
Al2O3-GdAlO3 Irregular, Lamellar 6.3 x 10
-9
[107]
Al-Al3Fe Irregular, Lamellar 9.2 x 10
-7
[108]
Al-AlxFe eutectic in Al-
AlFe2.85V0.12 Regular, Lamellar 5.02 x 10
-7
[74]
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Al-AlxFe eutectic in Al-
AlFe2.85V0.12 Regular, Rod 1.9 x 10
-7
[74]
Al-Al11Ce3 Regular, Lamellar 1.51 x 10
-7
[109]
Al-Al6Mn   [110]
Al-Al-Sb Regular, Rod 2.8 x 10-6 [111]
Al-Si Irregular, Lamellar 3.8 x 10-7 [112]
Al-Si function of G 5.8 x 10-7- 3.1x10-6 25.3-63.3 [113]
Al-Si High V, finer flake 0.8 [114]
Al-Zn Regular, Lamellar 6.4 x 10-8 1.5 [92]
Al-Zn >18 [115]
Al-Zn Regular, Lamellar 3 x 10-8 6.93 [93]
Al2O3-ZrO2 Regular 10 x 10
-8
[116]
Al-Si (e) Irregular, Lamellar 1.14 x 10-7 5.566 [117]
Al-Si (m) Irregular, Lamellar 3.32 x 10-7 7.431 [117]
Al-Si (M) Irregular, Lamellar 1.40 x 10-6 [117]
Al-Si (a) Irregular, Lamellar 7.85 x 10-5 [117]
Al-Al11Ce3 Regular, Lamellar 6.641 [118]
Al-Al11La3 Regular, Lamellar 9.171 [118]
AuPb3-Pb Regular, Lamellar 4.21 x 10
-8
[119]
B4C-TiB2 Rod 8.6 x 10
-8 [69]
Bi-Zn Regular, Lamellar 6.9 x 10-8 1.3 [92]
Bi-Cd Regular, Lamellar 5.02 x 10-8 [120]
CAM-NAP Irregular, Lamellar 2.1 x 10-6 [121]
CBr4-C2Cl6 Regular, Lamellar 3.8 x 10
-7
[51]
CBr4-C2Cl6 (m) Regular, Lamellar 1.93 x 10
-7
1.643 [34]
CBr4-C2Cl6 Regular, Lamellar 2.535 x 10
-7
[95]
CBr4-C2Cl6 (M) Regular, Lamellar 6.592 x 10
-7
[95]
CBr4-C2Cl6 Regular, Lamellar 2.66 x 10
-7
[51]
CBr4-C2Cl6 Regular, Lamellar 6.07 x 10
-7
[51]
CBr4-C2Cl6 (e) Regular, Lamellar 2.623 x 10
-7
[122]
CBr4-C2Cl6(msc) Regular, Lamellar 7.728 x 10
-7
[122]
CBr4-C2Cl6 (M) Regular, Lamellar 1.632 x 10
-6
[122]
Ag-Cu Regular, Lamellar 1.4 x 10-8 [123]
CBr4-C2Cl6 (m) Regular, Lamellar 1.9 x 10
-7
[124]
BOR-SCN Irregular, Lamellar 1.5 x 10-6 [121]
Cd-Pb Regular, Lamellar 2.1 x 10-8 2.6 [92]
Cd-Sn Regular, Lamellar 7.2 x 10-8 1.5 [92]
Cd-Sn Regular, Lamellar 3.46 x 10-8 [125]
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Cd-Sn Regular, Lamellar 3.47 x 10-8 4.2 [125]
Cd-Sn Regular, Lamellar 4.402 x 10-8 4.55 [126]
Cd-Zn Regular, Lamellar 2.8 x 10-8 1.5 [92]
Cr-Cr3Si (60rpm) Regular, Lamellar 1.36 x 10
-7
[127]
Cr-Cr3Si (10rpm) Regular, Lamellar 8.53 x 10
-8
[127]
Fe-C Irregular, Lamellar 5.6 x 10-6 [27]
Fe-C 5.6 x 10-6 [128]
Fe-C >100 [129]
Fe33.3Si66.7 Regular, Rod 8 x 10
-7
[75]
Fe32.8Si66.7Mn0.5 Regular, Rod 9.6 x 10
-7
[75]
Fe32.3Si66.7Mn1.0 Regular, Rod 1.34 x 10
-6
[75]
Fe30.3Si66.7Mn3.0 Regular, Rod 1.65 x 10
-6
[75]
Fe32.3Si66.7Co1.0 Regular, Rod 9.3 x 10
-7
[75]
(Fe,Al)2Nb-(Fe,Al,Nb) Regular, Lamellar 2.78 x 10
-7
[130]
La-La66Al14(Cu, Ni)20 Regular, Lamellar 3.61 x 10
-7
[131]
MnBi-Bi Quasi-regular, Rod 1.4 x 10-7 [73]
MnBi-Bi Quasi-regular, Rod 1.3 x 10-7 [70]
MnSb-Sb Regular, Rod 1.93 x 10-7 [72]
(Ni,Cr,Al)-TaC Irregular, Rod 1.67 x 10-7 [76]
NiAl-Mo Rod 2.646 x 10-7 [66]
Ni-Ni3Si Regular, Lamellar 1.01 x 10
-7
[132]
NiAl-Ni Regular, Lamellar 1.2 x 10-6 [133]
NiAl-Ni3Al Regular, Lamellar 3.26 x 10
-6
[133]
Nb2Al-Al3Nb Lamellar 1.16 x 10
-7
[134]
NPG-SCN Irregular, Lamellar 1.2 x 10-6 [121]
Ni-Si Regular, Lamellar 3.39 x 10-7 [135]
Nb2Al-Al3Nb Regular, Lamellar 1.16 x 10
-7
[136]
Pd-Pb Regular, Rod 1.88 x 10-8 [119]
Pb-Cd Regular, Lamellar 2.11 x 10-8 [49]
Pb-Cd Regular, Lamellar 2.18 x 10-8 1.49 [92]
Pb-Cd Regular, Lamellar 2.02 x 10-8 [120]
Pb-Cd (e) Regular, Lamellar 1.76 x 10-8 7.589 [137]
Pb-Cd (a) (transverse) Regular, Lamellar 2.37 x 10-8 [137]
Pb-Cd (a) (longitudinal) Regular, Lamellar 4.81 x 10-8 [137]
Pb-Cd (m) Regular, Lamellar 2.14 x 10-8 [137]
Pb-Cd (M) Regular, Lamellar 9.80 x 10-8 [137]
Pb-Sn-Cd 1.6 x 10-8 [138]
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Pb-Sn-Cd-Zn 1.65 x10-8 [5]
Pb-Sn Regular, Lamellar 3.51 x 10-8 [139]
Pb-Sn Regular, Lamellar 5.74 x 10-8 [140]
Pb-Sn Regular, Lamellar 3.44 x 10-8 [141]
Pb-Sn Regular, Lamellar 3.38 x 10-8 [141]
Pb-Sn Regular, Lamellar 3.22 x 10-8 [141]
Pb-Sn Regular, Lamellar 3.26 x 10-8 [141]
Pb-Sn (e) Regular, Lamellar 1.35 x 10-8 [103]
Pb-Sn (m) Regular, Lamellar 1.58 x 10-8 [49]
Pb-Sn (M) Regular, Lamellar 4.8 x 10-8 [49]
Pb-Sn (msc) Regular, Lamellar 6.08 x 10-8 [103]
Pb-Sn (M) Regular, Lamellar 1.425 x 10-7 [103]
Pb-Sn Regular, Lamellar 1.46 x 10-8 [142]
Pb-Sn Regular, Lamellar 3.8 x 10-8 [143]
Pb-Sn Regular, Lamellar 9 x 10-9 [144]
Pb-Sn Regular, Lamellar 3.25 x 10-8 [144]
Pb-Sn Regular, Lamellar 3.3 x 10-8 4.09 [145]
Pb-Sn 2.5 x 10-8 1.2 [92]
Pb-Sn (at CE) Regular, Lamellar  ~34x10
-8 [28]
Pb-Sn Regular, Lamellar 3.38 x 10-8 [28]
Si-TaSi2 ~3 x10
-6
[146]
Sn-Zn Regular, Lamellar 6.9 x 10-8 8.2
Sn-Zn Regular, Lamellar 3.31 x 10-8 [120]
Sn-Zn Regular, Lamellar 4.06 x 10-8 2.69 [147]
SnSe-SnSe2 Regular, Lamellar 1.39 x 10
-8
[148]
Sn-Pb (M) Regular, Lamellar 1.116 x 10-7 [95]
Sn-Pb Regular, Lamellar 3.48 x 10-8 [95]
Sn-Cu6Sn5 Regular, Rod 5.0 x 10
-7
[68]
SnSe-SnSe2 Regular, Lamellar 1.39 x 10
-8
[149]
SnSe-SnSe2 Regular, Lamellar 1.39 x 10
-8
[150]
V-V3Si Irregular, Broken Lamellar 8.84 x 10
-8 
[151]
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Table 2: Dimensions of specimens (All units are given in mm.)
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Table 3 DS specimen dimensions (mm) 
Thickness Width Wall 
Thickness 
Length 
0.02 0.20 0.02 300 
0.03 0.30 0.03 300 
0.05 1.0 0.05 300 
0.10 2.0 0.10 300 
0.20 4.0 0.20 300 
 
 
 
 
Table 4 Directional Solidification Experiments Performed with SCN­DC 
Specimen
Thickness 
δ (µm) 
Velocity (µm/sec) 
0.8 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.2 0.1 0.08 0.06 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.015 0.010 0.005 0.004 
20 √ √ √ 
 
√ √ 
  
√ 
 
√ √ √ √ 
 
30 
  
√ 
 
√ √ 
 
√ 
 
√ 
  
√ √ √ 
50 √ √ √ 
 
√ √ 
    
√ 
    
100 √ √ √ √ √ √ 
    
√ √ √ √ 
 
200 
    
√ √ √ 
 
√ 
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On the selection of rod-type eutectic morphologies: Geometrical constraint
and array orientation
A paper published in the Journal of Acta Materialia
Melis S¸erefog˘lu and R. E. Napolitano
Abstract
Rod eutectic growth in succinonitrile-(D)camphor is investigated experimentally using di-
rectional solidification with specimen thicknesses ranging from 20 to 200 µm. Measurements
in the projected plane are reconciled with a model for array distortion under the constraint
imparted by the geometry, and the influence of geometry is examined with respect to the 2D
array basis vectors. A transition from 3D to quasi-3D growth at very low velocity is observed,
where specimen thickness becomes comparable to eutectic spacing. The principal finding is
a velocity dependent but thickness independent transition in array orientation in the “bulk”
regime. The transition is correlated with the dominant unstable mode in the initial SCN front,
and we assert that this instability controls the array spacing along the slide wall direction. It
is concluded that this type of analysis is required for meaningful interpretation of experimental
results regarding rod eutectic growth, even in the apparent thick-slab or “bulk” regime.
Introduction
Coupled growth structures are ubiquitous in multiphase solidification, and many aspects
of the dynamics of eutectic growth are reasonably well understood. Indeed, the analytical
approaches of Zener [1], Tiller [2], Hillert [3], and ultimately Jackson and Hunt (JH) [4],
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in their seminal article on the subject, provide a very reliable model for steady state binary
eutectic solidification of periodic lamellar and rod structures. While more recent investigations
have revealed periodic structures that do not fit into the simple lamellar or rod categories
[5], agreement of the JH model [4] with experimental observations for a wide range of alloys
demonstrates the general robustness of the theory, at least with respect to the basic relationship
between steady-state average eutectic spacing, interface temperature, and growth velocity.
Selection parameters reported for several rod eutectics are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1: Reported selection parameter values for rod eutectic systems
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Table 1. Reported selection parameter values for rod eutectic systems  
Eutectic System K2/K1 (m
3/s) d2V (m3/s) Reference 
Al-Al-Sb 2.8 x 10
-15
  6 
Al-AlxFe 1.9 x 10
-16
  7 
B4C-TiB2 8.6 x 10
-17
  8 
Co-15Cr-25Ni-13TaC ~5.06 x 10
-17(a)
  9 
CrSb-InSb 3.4 x 10
-15
  10 
Fe33.3Si66.7 8 x 10
-16
  11 
Fe32.8Si66.7Mn0.5 9.6 x 10
-16
  11 
Fe32.3Si66.7Mn1.0 1.34 x 10
-15
  11 
Fe30.3Si66.7Mn3.0 1.65 x 10
-15
  11 
Fe32.3Si66.7Co1.0 9.3 x 10
-16
  11 
NiAl-Mo 2.65 x 10
-17
 3.25x10
-18(b)
 12 
(Ni,Cr,Al)-TaC 1.67 x 10
-16
  13 
MnBi-Bi 1.4 x 10
-16
  14 
MnBi-Bi 1.3 x 10
-16
  15 
MnSb-Sb
(c)
 1.93 x 10
-16
  36.9x10
-18
 16 
SCN-DC (10.2±1.5) x 10
-18
  17 
Sn-Cu6Sn5 5.0 x 10
-16
 10 x10
-18
 18 
Notes:  
(a) Calculated by the authors of this article using Fig.4 in Ref.[9]. 
(b) The value d is reported as the edge dimension of the square rod. 
(c) Authors of Ref.[16] obtained K2/K1 as !
2
 V
0.88
  and reported d
2
 V
0.82 
rather than d
2
V.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The characteristic length scale for eutectic structures is generally taken as the eutectic
spacing, λ. It is important to realize, however, that, while a single spacing parameter may
be sufficient to characterize a lamellar structure, it may not be sufficient for the case of a
rod eutectic morphology. Rod eutectic morphologies are fundamentally more complex than
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their lamellar counterparts, since the three-dimensionality of the rod array gives rise to more
diverse variation in the microstructure [6-18] and a broader range of mechanisms through which
the adjustment of morphology may proceed. With more microstructural degrees of freedom
in such a system, it may be unreasonable to expect that operating point selection, even in
simply periodic arrays, can be categorically described in terms of conventional spacing-velocity-
undercooling selection parameters. Rather, length scale parameters that are more detailed
than a simple eutectic spacing may be required. However, review of the limited literature
on directionally solidified rod eutectic morphologies [6-18] reveals that no such characteristic
spacing parameters for rod eutectics (and corresponding measurement methods) have yet been
established. Therefore, benchmark experiments are needed which provide measurements of
microstructural quantities that describe the essential features of the rod array and associated
diffusion field. In addition, since experiments are often carried out in constrained geometries,
particularly experiments with transparent materials where thin-slab geometries are common,
the influence of such constraint on array order must be understood. As the basis for the current
work, it is asserted that morphological selection criteria must account for the increased number
of degrees of freedom exhibited by the rod array and that experimental investigation of such
criteria must be performed with great care in defining the various experimental constraints
and regimes of applicability.
A natural consequence of the three-dimensionality of rod eutectics and the associated de-
grees of freedom for morphological evolution is the increased potential for influence of specimen
geometry on microstructure. While observations of the morphological arrangement of rod eu-
tectics are few in number [17, 21], a review of the available reports on lamellar eutectics [19-22]
and other [23-34] structures reveals that geometrical constraint is a general concern in the
development of solidification morphology. For example, the selection of lamellar eutectic mor-
phology has been shown [19-21] to be strongly history dependent in thin specimens but not
history dependent in thick (bulk) specimens, indicating that geometrical constraint imparted
by the thin slab geometry may alter the mechanisms available for morphological adjustment,
changing the observed dynamics and microstructure. This notion is supported by experiments
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of Akamatsu et al. [22], who observed, in CBr4-C2Cl6 lamellar eutectics, that the upper limit
of stable spacing in the thin (12 µm) slab case is approximately a factor of two lower than that
observed in the thick (100-350 µm) slab case. Rod and quasi-lamellar patterns have also been
observed for the succinonitrile(D)camphor (SCN-DC) system in thick (400 µm) and thin (12
µm) specimens, respectively [17]. Additionally, evidence of elongated rods has been observed
in thin samples, illustrating another means for adjustment under geometrical constraint [17,
35].
In the study reported here, the effects of geometrical constraint on rod eutectic morphology
are examined directly, using directional gradient-zone solidification of thin-slab specimens of
SCN-DC transparent alloys. Growth velocity (V ) and specimen thickness (δ) are varied to
focus specifically on array order and orientation selection. The two-dimentisonal (2D) spacing
parameter, λ¯, is introduced and taken as the geometric mean of the in-plane basis vectors
describing the rod array. A simple model of array geometry is developed to reconcile pro-
jected slide-plane measurements in terms of array distortion. Corrected data are shown to
exhibit appropriate scaling behavior without the anomalies of projection-plane measurements,
indicating that the array distortion is properly accounted for. Two distinct effects of geomet-
rical constraint are observed. These are (i) a transition from 3D to quasi-3D growth at very
low velocity, where the specimen thickness becomes comparable to the characteristic eutectic
spacing, and (ii) a transition in rod array basis vectors in the slab reference frame which is
equivalent to a rotation in array orientation. The latter is the primary focus of this investiga-
tion, and several characteristic features of this transition are identified. First, there are specific
characteristic high-velocity and low-velocity orientations, where the rods aligned parallel to the
slide-plane are 1st nearest neighbors in the former case but 2nd nearest neighbors in the latter.
Second, the transition persists even in the “bulk” regime, where specimen thickness may be
many times greater than the inter-rod spacing. Third, and most surprisingly, the transition
appears to occur at a specific velocity, independent of the specimen thickness or thickness to
spacing ratio. The observation of a thickness independent velocity for the transition in orien-
tation suggests that orientation selection occurs during the early stages of array establishment
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and that specimen-slide interactions may be critical to the related dynamics. It is concluded
that this type of geometrical analysis is required for meaningful interpretation of experimental
results regarding rod-type eutectic growth, even in the apparent thick-slab or “bulk” regime.
Experiments
The thermophysical parameters reported for the SCN-DC system are summarized in Table
2. A list of symbols used in this paper is given in Table 3. Commercially pure (0.99) SCN was
purified by triple column-distillation at approximately 373 K followed by 40-pass melt-zone
refining. Commercially pure (0.98) DC was purified by double-sublimation at 353 K. Eutectic
composition (SCN-23.6wt%DC) test alloys were prepared by melting and mixing the purified
components under a protective atmosphere of high purity nitrogen. Glass tubes with slab
geometry, ranging in aperture thickness from 20 to 200 (±0.10%) µm, were filled with the
eutectic material under a nitrogen atmosphere, cooled rapidly to prevent macrosegregetion,
and sealed. Lastly, a plane-front eutectic zone refining procedure was used as a final purifi-
cation step to displace impurities which may give rise to a non-planar (e.g. cellular eutectic)
interface. All specimens used for this investigation were zone-refined in this manner until it
could be verified that a planar eutectic interface would be stable at velocities up to 1 µm/s in
a temperature gradient of 5.0 K/mm.
Directional solidification (DS) experiments were carried out in a horizontal gradient-zone
furnace with an applied axial temperature gradient of 5.0 K/mm and constant pulling velocities
ranging from 0.004 to 0.800 (±0.02%) µm/s. The resulting solid-liquid interface was measured
to be normal to the slide plane to within 2◦. This inclination was determined for the static case
by measuring the relative locations of the interface at the upper and lower slide surfaces. Based
on this measured inclination of the isotherms, the vertical temperature change from top to
bottom was computed and the associated Grashof numbers were estimated. These values vary
from 10−5 to 100 for the range of slide thicknesses used in this study, indicating that buoyancy
driven convection may be neglected. Moreover, no observable fluid flow or through-thickness
variation in microstructure was detected in any specimen, further supporting the assertion that
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Table 2: Thermophysical parameters for the SCN-DCa system
approximately 373 K followed by 40-pass melt-zone refin-
ing. Commercially pure (0.98) DC was purified by dou-
ble-sublimation at 353 K. Eutectic composition (SCN–
23.6 wt.% DC) test alloys were prepared by melting and
mixing the purified components under a protective atmo-
sphere of high-purity nitrogen. Glass tubes with slab geom-
etry, ranging in aperture thickness from 20 to
200 (±0.10%) lm, were filled with the eutectic material
under a nitrogen atmosphere, cooled rapidly to prevent
macrosegregetion and sealed. Lastly, a plane-front eutectic
zone refining procedure was used as a final purification step
to displace impurities which may give rise to a non-planar
(e.g. cellular eutectic) interface. All specimens used for this
investigation were zone-refined in this manner until it could
be verified that a planar eutectic interface would be stable
at velocities up to 1 lm s!1 in a temperature gradient of
5.0 K mm!1.
Directional solidification (DS) experiments were carried
out in a horizontal gradient-zone furnace with an applied
axial temperature gradient of 5.0 K mm!1 and constant
pulling velocities ranging from 0.004 to 0.800 (±0.02%)
lm s!1. The resulting solid–liquid interface was measured
to be normal to the slide-plane to within 2!. This inclina-
tion was determined for the static case by measuring the
relative locations of the interface at the upper and lower
slide surfaces. Based on this measured inclination of the
isotherms, the vertical temperature change from top to bot-
tom was computed, and the associated Grashof numbers
were estimated. These values vary from 10!5 to 10! for
the range of slide thicknesses used in this study, indicating
that buoyancy driven convection may be neglected. More-
over, no observable fluid flow or through-thickness varia-
tion in microstructure was detected in any specimen,
further supporting the assertion that transport is domi-
nated by diffusion. Prior to directional growth, each
specimen was held in the stationary temperature gradient
for 2–4 h. After the holding period, a constant pulling
velocity was applied until the steady-state eutectic growth
front was established, as indicated by a constant interface
position within the gradient frame. All microstructural
Table 2
Thermophysical parameters for the SCN–DCa system
Parameter Value Method Reference
T SCNm (K) 331.23 DSC and ring heater [37]
TDCm (K) 451.85 DSC [37]
TE (K) 311.5 DSC and thermodynamic modeling [36]
TE (K) 310.85 DSC and ring heater [37]
mSCN (K) 82 Not specified [17]
mDC (K) 318 Not specified [17]
TL (K) 58.08 ! 1.3825C + 0.0363C2 ! 6.1044 " 10!4C3 DSC and ring heater [37]
CE (wt.% DC) 23.6 DSC and ring heater [37]
CE (wt.% DC) 23.2 DSC and thermodynamic modeling [36]
fSCN at TE 0.82 Determined here from the values reported in Ref. [37] –
fDC at TE 0.18 Determined here from the values reported in Ref. [37] –
fSCN at TE 0.77 DSC and thermodynamic modeling [36]
fDC at TE 0.23 DSC and thermodynamic modeling [36]
CSCN at TE (wt.% DC) 7.10 DS experiments [37]
CSCN at TE (mol% DC) 0.16 DSC and thermodynamic modeling [36]
CDC at TE (mol% DC) 99.15 DSC and thermodynamic modeling [36]
k at TE 0.3 DS experiments [37]
qSCN at TE (kg/m
3) 1.022 " 103 Determined using reported [40] lattice parameters [37]
qDC at TE (kg/m
3) 1.020 " 103 Determined using reported [41] lattice parameters [37]
D at CE (m
2/s) 167 " 10!12 DS experiments [17]
CSCN (m K) 0.0622 " 10!6 GBG method [42]
CDC (m K) 0.1097 " 10!6 DS experiments [17]
hSCN (!) 50.55 DS experiments [17]
hDC (!) 65 DS experiments [17]
DSCNt;L (m
2/s) 0.116 " 10!6 – [39]
DSCNt;S (m
2/s) 0.112 " 10!6 – [39]
jSCNL (W/m K) 0.223 – [39]
jSCNS (W/m K) 0.225 – [39]
K1 (K s/m
2) 28.3 " 109 DS experiments [17]
K2 (K m) 2.75 " 10!7 DS experiments [17]
K2/K1 (m
3/s) (10.2 ± 1.5) " 10!18 DS experiments [17]
DHSCNm (J/mol) 3703 – [43]
DHDCm (J/mol) 6865 – [44]
DHm eutectic (J/mol) 3721 DSC [36]
aSCN (1/K) (7.85 ± 0.27) " 10!4 – [45]
lSCN (Pa s) 2.66 " 10!3 Surface light scattering spectrometer [46]
tSCN (m
2/s) 2.6 " 10!6 Determined here from the values reported in Refs. [37,46] –
a The chemical formula of SCN is C4H4N2, and that for DC is C10H16O.
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transport is dominated by diffusion. Prior to directional growth, each specimen was held in the
stationary temperature gradient for 2 to 4 hours. After the holding period, a constant pulli g
velocity was applied until the st ady-state eutectic growth front was established, s indica ed
by a cons ant interface position within he gradient frame. All microstructural measurements
wer obtained from in- itu im ges taken with he optical axis normal t the slide plane during
steady-state growth.
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Table 3: List of symbols
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Table 3. List of symbols 
Symbol Definition 
 Unit vector of the unit cell in xy plane 
 Base angle of the unit cell 
 Volumetric thermal expansion coefficient of  
 Unit vector of the unit cell in y direction 
 Eutectic composition 
 Composition of   
 Diffusion coefficient in liquid 
 Thermal diffusivity of  for  phase 
 Divergence point for  
 Rod diameter 
 Specimen thickness 
 Projected volume fraction 
 Phase fraction of   
 Temperature gradient 
 Gibbs-Thomson coefficient of ! phase 
 Latent heat of melting for  (per mole) 
 Equilibrium distribution coefficient 
 Spacing selection parameter 
 Thermal conductivity of  for  phase 
 Projected eutectic spacing 
 Characteristic eutectic spacing 
 Liquidus slope ( ) 
 Dynamic viscosity of  
 Number of rows of rods 
P1 Projection of 1
st
 nearest neighbors 
P2 Projection of 2
nd
 nearest neighbors 
 Angle of triple junction point 
 Density of  
 Eutectic temperature 
 Liquidus temperature 
 Melting temperature of  
 Growth velocity  
 Kinematic viscosity of  
 Coordinate transverse to the projection plane 
 Coordinate perpendicular to the projection plane 
 Coordinate perpendicular to the solid/liquid interface 
 
 
 
 
(b)          0.01 "m/s (c)               0.015 "m/s (a)        0.005 "m/s (d)          0.02 "m/s (e)          0.05 "m/s 
(h)            0.8 "m/s 
20 µm 
P2 
array 
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Results
Representative images of steady-state growth morphologies are shown in Fig.1, for a 20 µm
thick specimen, solidified at different velocities. For each growth experiment, the measured
parameters include the projected spacing, λP , and the rod diameter, d. Images were analyzed
using a gray-scale line profile across the specimen at a location less than λP behind the growth
front, as shown in Fig.2. The projected eutectic spacing, λP , was taken as the primary peak of
the fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the intensity profile obtained in this way. For each specific
velocity/thickness combination, more than 20 representative images, taken over a growth dis-
tance of at least 1 mm, were analyzed to obtain an average projected spacing, 〈λP 〉. The DC
rod diameter, d, was measured at locations where the SCN/DC interface was macroscopically
straight on both sides of a rod and parallel to the growth direction, also shown in Fig.2. At
least 15 of these measurements were used to determine the average rod diameter, 〈d〉, for each
growth experiment. From these two principal measurements, a projection-plane DC phase
fraction was computed as 〈fP 〉 = 〈d〉〈λP 〉 . The experimental results are summarized in Fig.3,
where 〈λP 〉, 〈d〉, and 〈fP 〉 are plotted versus growth velocity.
There are two key observations upon which the remainder of the paper is principally based.
First, we note from Fig.3(c) that 〈fP 〉 deviates substantially from the value of 0.18, dictated by
the equilibrium phase diagram (labeled fDC in Table 2). Since the observed morphology is a 2D
projection of the phase distribution in a specimen containing multiple rows of rods, where the
arrangement of rods and orientation of the rod array strongly influence the projected structure,
this deviation is not unexpected. Second, while Fig.3(a) shows that 〈λP 〉 varies roughly as
V −1/2, Fig.3(b) reveals a distinct discontinuity in 〈d〉, which scales with V −1/2 at high velocities
but deviates from this behavior at velocities below approximately 10−1 µm/s, for all specimen
thicknesses examined. We note further that these two observations are related, where the
discontinuity in 〈d〉 appears to coincide with a transition between regimes of high and low
values of 〈fP 〉, indicated by Fig.3(c) and also discernable by comparing high and low velocity
results shown in Fig.1. In light of these observations, it is clear that any reasonable analysis
of the observed eutectic microstructure must include an interpretation of the 2D projection of
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structure in terms of the actual 3D phase distribution, where the specific geometrical constraint
of the experiment may lead to array distortion, rod distortion, and/or real changes in the phase
fraction. These issues must be understood to properly quantify rod eutectic solidification
morphology and the associated dynamics using transparent metal analog systems.
Discussion
We employ a simple analytical framework, summarized in Fig.4, in order to address the
thin-slab rod eutectic growth situation, where one or more rows of rods appear in the 2D slide-
plane projection (xz plane) of the 3D morphology. Here we consider a rod eutectic growing
in an infinite slab geometry by making the following assumptions: (i) the actual rod phase
fraction, f , at the interface is equal to the equilibrium value at (just below) the eutectic
temperature and composition, (ii) all rods are circular in cross-section with values of d that
are narrowly distributed about a single average value such that the interface morphology can
be well represented by a spatial array of rods of average diameter, 〈d〉, (iii) any distortion of the
rod-array caused by the specimen slide geometry is uniformly accommodated by the array and
can be characterized by the in-plane (transverse to growth direction) basis vectors, ~a and ~b,
(iv) one array basis vector (~b) lies in the plane of projection for the observed 2D image, and (v)
the 2D unit cell for the rod array contains only one rod, and the rows are packed in alternate
layers only (i.e. ABABA rather than ABCABCA). Thus, we have defined six characteristic
array parameters, d, f , λP , a, b, and α (the angle between basis vectors), where the following
three relations hold.
λP = b/2 (1)
b = 2a cos(α) (2)
f = pid2/4ab sin(α) (3)
Accordingly, with f fixed by the equilibrium phase diagram, only two independent param-
eters, for example a and b, are required to uniquely specify the array structure. Finally, to
better describe the relevant effective spacing in the morphology, a characteristic length, λ¯, is
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introduced and defined as the geometric mean of the basis vector magnitudes,
λ¯ =
√
ab (4)
It is further noted here that, when α is equal to pi/3, λ¯ is equal to the conventional inter-rod
spacing, λ, defined by JH [4].
Using this framework, we now examine the morphology as a function of specimen thickness.
For any given specimen thickness, δ, there is a discrete number of rows of rods, n, where
δ = na sin(α) (5)
As a measure of the effective diffusional spacing for the rod morphology which takes specific
account of the lower density packing associated with the broken symmetry near the specimen
slide wall, we assume that λ¯ is fixed for a given growth velocity and use (2), (4), and (5) to
obtain α as a function of δ/λ¯ and n, as shown in Fig.5(a). We further assume that n will
be selected to minimize array distortion (i.e. deviation from perfect hexagonal packing) and
compute the corresponding boundaries for solutions, also shown in Fig.5(a). This figure reveals
the essential features of the analysis, summarized here.
• The n = 2 solution1 shows that α increases rapidly as δ/λ¯ increases from 0 to 2.
• Two bands of solutions are indicated, associated with the perfect hexagonal states that
correspond to two different array orientations, centered about α = pi/3 and pi/6, as shown
in Fig.5. Because the observed spacing in the slide-plane projection will be dominated
by either 1st or 2nd nearest neighbors, these orientations are labeled as P1 and P2,
respectively.
• For the bulk case, where α(P1) = pi/3 and (P2) , the two array structures are identical
with the only difference between the two morphological states being a simple rotation
of pi/6, where either the 1st or 2nd nearest neighbors are aligned along the slide plane
direction.
1We note here that α = 0 for the n = 1 case and that only one such solution exists, given our first and second
assumptions.
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• The variation of α about either pi/3 or pi/6, as a function of δ/λ¯, is associated with a
change in the number of rows and the concomitant distortion of the array.
• Both the rate and amplitude of α variation decrease with increasing δ/λ¯ (increasing n),
and the variation vanishes for the bulk case, where δ/λ¯→∞.
The situation is shown schematically in Fig.6, where the influence of slide thickness is
illustrated for a given velocity, holding f and d constant. For specimens with very small
thickness (i.e. δ/λ¯  1), all rods are collinear with α = 0 (Fig.6(a)). As the thickness
increases, α also increases and an n = 2 array is established (Fig.6(b-d)), where (d) represents
a perfect hexagonal array (for the P2 orientation). With further increase in slide thickness, α
increases above the ideal value of pi/6 (Fig.6(e)). This condition represents a divergence point
for the n = 2 case (labeled point D2 in Fig.5(a)), where the upper limit of the P2 envelope is
reached. Upon further increase in specimen thickness, the array continues to extend with α
increasing toward pi/3 (Fig.6(f-i), first column). Alternatively, rather than extending beyond
point D2 toward the upper envelope, the array may adjust back to the lower limit of P2 with
the appearance of an additional row of rods. Thus, an n = 3 array would be established with
a smaller value of α (Fig.6(f), second column). The columns in Fig.6 represent the bifurcation
into the upper (P1) and lower (P2) solution bands in Fig.5(a). Beyond this bifurcation, further
increases in thickness give rise to additional rows in a similar manner, and the two cases
converge to pi/3 and pi/6, respectively, as the bulk behavior is approached. Once again, while
n may change dramatically in the transition from one solution band to the other, the two
morphologies are different only by a rotation of pi/6, each in the undistorted condition.
We now examine our experimental results within the framework of the presented analysis.
With f fixed as 0.18 by the equilibrium phase diagram, the value of α is determined using the
measured values of λP , d and Eqs.(1-3).
α = tan−1
[
pi
8f
( d
λP
)2]
(6)
The basis vector magnitudes are then computed directly from Eqs. (1) and (2). The corre-
sponding values of α are plotted in Fig.5(b), as a function of δ/λ¯. The data fall clearly within
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the predicted solution bands for all specimen thicknesses and velocities examined, suggesting
that the overall distortion of the array, as modeled, is indeed the primary means through which
the geometrical constraint of the thin-slab geometry is accommodated. Further analysis of the
data in Fig.5(b) reveals that the P1/ P2 transition occurs at a value of δ/λ¯ that varies with δ.
Experimental images of P1 and P2 orientations, shown in Fig.5(b), correspond directly to the
schematics in Fig.5(a), indicating that the change in fP for f = fEquilibrium can be attributed
to the P1/ P2 transition (see also Figs.1 and 3). In addition, Fig.5(b) shows that the P2 to
P1 orientation transition is observed at n = 6, 12 and 24 for δ values of 50, 100 and 200 µm
and δ/λ¯ values of approximately 2.5, 5 and 10, respectively. While bulk behavior is expected
to be observed at the upper end of the δ/λ¯ range, where n becomes very large, it is somewhat
surprising that any geometry-related effect is observed at such high values of n.
The velocity dependence of the array distortion is specifically examined in Fig.7, for δ/λ¯
values between 0 and ∼2 (i.e. for δ ≤ 30µm). In Fig.7(a), α is plotted as a function of V ,
revealing a plateau at high velocity and a transition region where α decreases with decreasing
velocity, presumably toward α = 0. In the plateau, δ/λ¯ > 1 and α ≈ pi/3, indicating that the
material exhibits general bulk (3D) behavior. In this regime, we expect only small variation
of α about the ideal, as indicated by the width of the solution envelopes shown in Fig.5. As
velocity decreases, λ¯ increases until δ/λ¯ ∼= 1, below which the array become severely distorted,
as indicated by the transition region in Fig.7(a), corresponding to the rapid change in α (for
δ/λ¯ < 2) shown in Fig.5(b) and to the structures shown in Fig.1(c-g) and Fig.6(d-g, first
column). We note here that the transition occurs at a velocity which depends on δ, with an
onset corresponding roughly to δ/λ¯ ∼= 1. The array distortion is also apparent in Fig.7(b),
where the velocity dependence of the basis vectors is shown for 20 and 30 µm thick specimens
and a gradual transition between 3D and quasi-3D growth is exhibited. As δ/λ¯ decreases
further, the material enters a quasi-3D regime, where α becomes small, approaching a single-
row structure. In this regime, the influence of V on α is diminishing, and distortion of the rods,
themselves may be observed, along with distortion of the array, as suggested by the thickening
of the rods observed in the experimental images shown in Fig.1(a-b). Indeed, distortion of the
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circular rod cross-section is expected and, in fact, required for δ/λ¯  1. Finally, as thickness
becomes several times smaller than the inter-rod spacing, the eutectic may become 2D or
quasilamellar [17].
In Fig.8 we examine the velocity dependence of the array orientation for δ/λ¯ > 2 in rel-
atively thick specimens (50, 100, and 200 µm), where the P2 to P1 transition is observed as
a discrete jump in α from ∼ pi/6 to ∼ pi/3, with increasing V (also shown as α versus δ/λ¯
in Fig.5(b)). Fig.8(a) clearly shows that the two distinct behaviors, P1 and P2, correspond
to high and low velocity regimes, respectively, and that, unlike the quasi-3D to 3D case, the
P1/P2 transition velocity is independent of specimen thickness. The transition is also indicated
in Fig.8(b) as a bifurcation of the basis vectors. This figure shows that, at high velocities, a
and b are roughly equal to each other, consistent with only minor array distortion about the
ideal P1 structure, as indicated in Figs.5 and 6. At low velocities, however, the two diverge,
with a being approximately
√
3 times smaller than b, consistent with the P2 type array ori-
entation. Fig.3(b) also shows that this transition is associated with anomalous scaling of 〈d〉
with velocity. Thus, the P1 to P2 transition is a situation where the system selects a smaller
than ideal rod diameter to facilitate the optimization of spacing. This finding suggests that
the dynamics of operating point selection are “stiffest” with respect to the effective spacing,
λ¯, but more forgiving with respect to rod diameter and array distortion, consistent with a
diffusion controlled growth mode. The important point here, however, is that it is necessary
to quantify both basis vectors to obtain a true measure of the characteristic array spacing.
Accordingly, the experimental measurement of a projected spacing would not provide a true
characteristic microstructural length. Moreover, consideration of λ¯, alone, would not provide
enough information to quantify the eutectic selection, without a priori knowledge of where
the transitions occurs for a given system. Rather, any characteristic length, measured on the
slide-plane projection, must be deconvoluted into a, b, and α to ensure proper description of
the selected eutectic morphology.
Finally, the observation of the P1/P2 transition occurring at a specific value of V , rather
than a specific value of δ/λ¯, suggests that the selection of array structure/orientation occurs
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early in the growth process, during the initial establishment of the eutectic array. We propose
the following explanation. Prior to initiation of the growth process, an SCN-liquid interface is
established at T ≈ TE . Upon motion of the thermal gradient (i.e. application of the pulling
velocity), the SCN grows as a single solution phase. This growth proceeds for a short time
and, if the velocity is sufficient, the SCN-liquid interface becomes unstable due to partitioning
of the (DC) solute. Accordingly, a cellular interface morphology emerges in the SCN phase,
which is soon followed by the formation of DC rods in the solute enriched intercellular regions.
This process propagates outward from the initially unstable location, and the rod array is
established. The influence of specimen geometry suggests that the process is initiated at the
specimen slide wall and that propagation of rod formation occurs laterally, so that the SCN
instability wavelength controls the rod spacing along the specimen wall. Thus, the P1 and P2
array structures are simply the first and second modes available in this array formation scenario,
which ultimately satisfy ideal (or nearly ideal) rod packing. Certainly, other modes, such as P3
and P4, would also be possible under the appropriate conditions, if shorter wavelength modes
in SCN growth are somehow suppressed.
Examining this scenario in more detail, we apply the Mullins-Sekerka [38] analysis by
using the values given in Table 2 to compute the amplification spectrum for single phase SCN,
advancing at steady-state in a temperature gradient of 5 K/mm, shown in Fig.9(a). Further, we
compute the range of unstable wavelengths as a function of growth velocity, plotted in Fig.9(b).
Also plotted in this figure are the relevant 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th nearest neighbor rod distances,
computed as P1 = λ, P2 = 2λ cos(pi/6), P3 = 2λ, and P4 = λ
√
7, respectively, where P1 = λ
is the bulk eutectic spacing, given by, λ =
√
K2/K1V , as listed in Table 2. Fig.9(b) shows
that the SCN planar front is unstable with respect to wavelengths equal to the P1 spacing, for
velocities greater than approximately 0.25 µm/s. At lower velocities, perturbation wavelengths
that would give rise to P1 selection are suppressed. However, the plot shows that wavelengths
equal to the P2 spacing continue to be reinforced over a regime that extends down to much
lower velocities (i.e. ∼ 2.5x10−2µm/s). Moreover, Fig.9(b) shows that just below the stability
threshold of the P1 spacing, where the P1 perturbations are not reinforced, the P2 spacings are
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approximately equal to the wavelength of maximum amplification (i.e. most unstable). This
is generally consistent with our experimental results, where the P1/P2 transition was observed
in the velocity range from 0.05 to 0.08 µm/s (Fig.8), independent of slide thickness.
To illustrate the competition between the P1 and P2 structures more clearly, the stability
of the P1 and P2 wavelengths are compared in Fig.9(c), where amplification rate is plotted
for conditions along the P1, P2, P3, and P4 lines in Fig.9(b). This figure shows that the
observed transition lies between the stability thresholds for the P1 and P2 case spacings. We
note further that these intermediate wavelengths may be important in the dynamics, where
they may develop initially and eventually give rise to either the P1 or P2 structure through
evolution of the early stage eutectic.
Accordingly, we propose that the observed P1/P2 transition is associated with a transition
in dominance from the P1 mode to the P2 mode instability. This corresponds roughly to
the stability threshold for the P1 wavelengths and the reinforcement of P2 spacings at lower
velocities. In the same manner, we should expect to observe similar transitions to P3 and P4
(or higher order) structures. We note that the P3 spacing is simply twice the P1 spacing and
would likely give rise to the identical structure with no orientation change. Fig.9(b, c) shows,
however, that the range where the P3 instability would dominate would be very limited. The
P4 spacing would result in an array which is rotated by 19.1 degrees from the P1 orientation,
and the figure suggests that this could be favored for velocities lower than ∼ 2.5x10−2µm/s.
However,include it is likely that the P4 and higher order structures that result in orientation
changes would not be observed in practice, since distorted versions of the P1 and P2 structures
could, at once, satisfy the geometrical constraints and optimize the relevant average spacing
in such cases.
Summary and conclusions
Directional solidification of SCN-DC rod eutectics was investigated using slab-geometry
slides over a range of specimen thicknesses. Measurements of rod diameter and eutectic spac-
ing, taken from the projection of the morphology on the broad viewing plane of the slide,
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were analyzed using a model for the geometric influence of the finite slide thickness. The
array structure was determined in terms of basis vector lengths and the included angle. The
conclusions are listed here:
• There is a significant influence of the slide geometry, even for specimen thicknesses which
are many times greater than the characteristic eutectic spacing. When examining mor-
phologies in slide specimens, slide-plane projections must be carefully analyzed for de-
termination of the relevant characteristics of the 3D structure of rod eutectics, and for
meaningful interpretation of experimental results.
• Our model for geometric array distortion exhibits very good agreement with experimental
observation, indicating that the principal effect of slide geometry that must be accounted
for is array distortion. This statement may not hold for very thin slides, δ/λ¯ 1, where
rod distortion may become important [17, 35].
• Two distinct influences of specimen slide geometry were observed. First, geometrical
constraints give rise to the selection of array order, amounting (in the present case) to
the selection of array orientation. Two particular states were observed, defined here as
P1 and P2, where the 1st and 2nd nearest neighbors are aligned along the slide plane,
respectively. Second, for relatively thin specimens (δ ≤ 30µm), a transition from 3D to
quasi-3D growth was observed at very low velocities, where δ/λ¯ ∼= 1.
• While the 3D to quasi-3D transition velocity was observed to depend on δ/λ¯, the P1/P2
transition was found to occur over a range of approximately 0.05-0.08 µm/s, independent
of specimen thickness. This corresponds to a transition in the dominant unstable mode
in the initial SCN planar front. Stability analysis reveals that, above approximately 0.25
µm/s, the SCN front is unstable with respect to wavelengths equal to the P1 spacing.
Below this velocity, the P1 wavelengths are suppressed, but the P2 wavelengths remain
strongly reinforced. Based on this finding, we attribute the P1/P2 transition to the
morphological instability of the SCN phase, which precedes the formation of the eutectic
array and establishes the relevant spacing in the direction along the specimen slide. While
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we leave the dynamics of this process as a topic for future investigation, it does appear
that the influence of the slide on the array dynamics is manifested through a dominance
of the lateral (parallel to the slide wall) spacing, defined as “b” in the present analysis.
The observation that b scales normally with V −1/2, while the geometric influence is
accommodated by the off-plane vector, defined presently as “a”, suggests that the lower
effective packing density arising from the broken symmetry at the specimen slide wall
may be a principal contributor to the selection dynamics, even in relatively thick slides.
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Figure 1: Representative images of steady-state growth morphologies at indicated velocities
for 20 µm thick specimen (G = 5.0 K/mm).
Figure 2: An image for a 20 µm thick specimen and V = 0.005µm/s showing corresponding d
and λP measurements.
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(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 3: Experimental results: (a) projected eutectic spacing, λP , vs. V ; (b) diameter, d, vs.
V ; (c) projected phase fraction, fP , vs. V . The error bars are ±σ(standard deviation).
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Figure 4: Schematic representation of the morphology and the geometrical framework. Z is
the growth irection. The xy-plane is transverse to the growth direction. The xz-plane is the
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Figure 5: (a) Analytical calculation of α vs. δ/λ¯, with corresponding schematics for the P1
and P2 hexagonal arrays. The nearest neighbor rods and unit cells are marked for each. (b)
Experimental results for α vs. δ/λ¯, with images representing the P1 (right, V = 0.8 µm/s,
δ = 100µm) and P2 (left, V = 0.05 µm/s, δ = 200µm) orientations.
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Figure 6: Transverse (xy) array schematics, showing the influence of slide thickness.
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Figure 7: Velocity dependence of the array distortion for δ = 20 − 30µm. (a) α vs. V ; (b) a
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Figure 8: Velocity dependence of the array distortion for δ = 50− 200µm. (a) α vs. V ; (b) a
and b vs. V .
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Figure 9: Application of Mullins-Sekerka analysis to the solidification front. (a) Amplication
spectra for SCN in a gradient of 5.0 K/mm. (b) The range of unstable wavelengths as a
function of growth velocity for SCN. The main figure is an expanded view of the lower portion
of the inset. The wavelengths associated with the P1, P2, P3 and P4 spacings are also plotted.
(c) Amplification rate for conditions along the P1, P2, P3 and P4 lines shown in (b). The
shaded region indicates the observed velocity range for the P1 to P2 transition.
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The onset of rod eutectic morphology in directional solidification
A paper accepted by the International Journal of Cast Metals Research
Melis S¸erefog˘lu and R. E. Napolitano
Abstract
Initial dynamics of morphological selection in succinonitrile-(D)camphor organic trans-
parent rod eutectic system is investigated experimentally using directional solidification with
specimen thicknesses of 20 and 200 µm. The shape of the solid/liquid interface, the speci-
men thickness, the initial single-phase boundary thickness, and the grain boundaries are all
observed to influence the onset of the eutectic morphology in a geometrically constrained sys-
tem. Additionally, initiation of eutectic growth within a thin liquid layer at the specimen slide
wall and lateral propagation of the array is observed, as suggested in a previous study by the
present authors [1].
Introduction
The excellent casting properties of eutectic alloys give rise to a broad scope of applications
involving casting, welding, soldering, and other solidification processes. With widespread use
of Fe-C, Al-Si, Al-Cu, Ag-Cu, Pb-Sn, as well as several organic eutectic systems, in engineered
components, understanding the related growth phenomena is a central issue in achieving the
high level of microstructural control required for the effective design of advanced materials
and processes. Surprisingly, despite the broad-based technological importance, several as-
pects of eutectic solidification remain open for fundamental study. One such area involves the
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early-stage dynamics which lead to the development of the eutectic structure itself. Indeed,
systematic investigations into the mechanisms of the onset of eutectic growth are limited to
just a few reported studies. Based on observations of Al-Al2Cu and Pb-Sn eutectic growth,
Hogan and coworkers [2,3] suggest that the eutectic growth mode arises through a two-step
process where one phase nucleates directly from the melt and a second phase nucleates and
grows on the surface of the first, forming a thin discontinuous film which develops into a two-
phase eutectic growth front. Observing a similar phenomenon in the Al-Al2Cu alloy system,
Lemaignan [4] later explained the evolution of the discontinuous film in terms of thin-layer
diffusional growth of the second phase along the solid-liquid interface, where solute segrega-
tion gives rise to morphological instability in the film plane leading to a structure that could
be described as a two-dimensional dendritic morphology. More recently, an investigation of
the onset of eutectic growth using directional solidification, reported by Akamatsu et al. [5],
has provided considerable mechanistic detail regarding the initial dynamics in the CBr4-C2Cl6
transparent system. Their results clearly show that, under the conditions studied, the eu-
tectic growth mode is preceded by the lateral growth of a single-phase thin layer extending
completely across the initial single-phase interface. Depending on the solidification conditions,
this process, which they term “invasion”, may occur several times prior to eutectic growth,
with layers alternating between the two solid phases. Finally, the eutectic structure develops
through the morphological instability of the invading single phase layer, where a two-phase
front ensues. The role of morphological instability during the early stage dynamics in the thin-
slab geometry was also investigated by the current authors [1] for a succinonitrile-(D)camphor
(SCN-DC) transparent alloy, where it was proposed that the single-phase instability governs
the initial eutectic spacing along the slide surface, thus serving to select the eutectic array
orientation. Using directional solidification, a velocity dependent but thickness independent
discrete transition in array orientation was observed, where the first and second dominant
modes are associated with the two observed (P1 and P2) orientations. While this transition
in orientation is clearly related to specimen geometry, it is evident even in very thick (20 to
200 µm) specimens exhibiting “bulk” behavior. In the current paper, we examine more closely
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the early-stage selection dynamics in the SCN-DC rod eutectic system during directional so-
lidification, with specific focus on the onset of eutectic growth and the influence of specimen
geometry, the shape of the initial solid/liquid interface, and the role of grain boundaries.
Methods
The experiments reported here were performed using a Bridgman-type directional solidifi-
cation method in a horizontal furnace with an applied temperature gradient of 5 K/mm and
a constant gradient-zone velocity of 0.5 µm/s. The apparatus and specimen configuration are
illustrated schematically in Fig.1. The SCN and DC test materials were purified by distilla-
tion/zone refining and sublimation, respectively, as detailed elsewhere [1]. Rectangular speci-
men slide-tubes (20 µm and 200 µm thickness) were filled with eutectic alloy (∼23.6wt%DC)
mixtures using argon pressure. The alloy specimens were zone refined in the gradient-zone
furnace until a planar eutectic interface could be ensured for growth velocities up to 1 µm/s
in the applied gradient (5 K/mm). Prior to the constant velocity growth, the specimens were
held in the thermal gradient for several hours resulting in the growth of a single-phase (DC)
layer of substantial thickness (0.1 to 0.7 mm).
Results and discussion
Evidence of four distinct scenarios was observed for the development of eutectic morphol-
ogy in SCN-DC during the thin-slab directional growth experiments performed here. These
include (i) nucleation at random locations on the single-phase solid-liquid interface, (ii) eu-
tectic seeding from growth through a grain boundary liquid film, (iii) nucleation at a grain
boundary groove or specimen side-wall groove, and (iv) nucleation initiated by single-phase
morphological instability. Each of these will be detailed in this section. First, however, since
all of these evolution phenomena are strongly influenced by the initial single-phase interface
shape, it is appropriate to discuss this topic briefly.
For the experiments performed here, the solid at the interface is initially single-phase with a
morphology that is generally planar, although several types of nonplanar attributes, associated
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with the specimen/slide interface and grain boundary triple-junctions, are typically present.
One of the most important aspects of the interface shape in the slab-geometry used here is
that the conditions at the solid-liquid interface lead to a contact angle that can be much less
than pi/2, measured with the included angle on the liquid side of the interface. In thicker
specimens (i.e. 200 µm), this gives rise to a thin meniscus of liquid adjacent to the slide wall
on both the upper and lower slide surfaces. In addition, the thermal gradient is slightly off axis,
with a small nonzero through-thickness component, such that the interface at the lower slide
surface maintains a position that is slightly behind the upper surface (approximately 0.056 mm
closer to the cold end in the 200 µm specimen). The through-thickness variation attributed
to these two effects is not readily apparent in the 2D projected images, but can be observed
by varying the plane of focus within the specimen. A slide-wall effect is also observed at the
specimen edge, which is directly visible in the 2D projected image. Finally, grain boundaries
are generally present, and the triple-junction groove morphology may play an important role
in the early stage dynamics.
The four observed types of early-stage dynamics leading to the development of eutectic mor-
phology are shown in Fig.2. The sequence in Fig.2(a) shows nucleation and eutectic growth
originating at a random location on the single-phase (DC in this case) solid-liquid interface in
a 20 µm thick specimen. There is no evidence here of any specific grain boundary or slide wall
contribution. We note that rapid lateral growth follows the nucleation event and that branch-
ing from the laterally growing arm quickly ensues. The overall shape of the eutectic envelope
indicates the variation of growth velocity with undercooling in the gradient frame. Indeed,
this gradient effect can be observed in the all of the eutectic onset mechanisms reported here.
The sequence in Fig.2(b) shows an example where the eutectic structure originates within the
groove at the specimen side-wall, also in a 20 µm thick specimen. The more radial eutectic
envelope suggests different growth conditions, compared to the structure in Fig.2(a). How-
ever, measurements of lateral velocity and eutectic spacing indicate no appreciable difference
in undercooling, and Fig.3 shows an example where both mechanisms were observed to occur
simultaneously. The sequence in Fig.2(c) shows the development of the eutectic morphol-
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ogy from seeding by growth within a liquid film along a grain boundary, through the large
single-phase (DC) region in a 200 µm thick specimen. The eutectic structure emerges at the
solid-liquid grain boundary triple-junction and, again, grows in an envelope similar to those
in Figs.2(a) and 2(b). This mechanism was not observed in any of the 20 µm specimens. Fur-
thermore, Fig.4 shows that side-wall initiated growth and grain boundary groove nucleation
are preferred over the grain boundary channel seeding mechanism in the 20 µm specimens.
The images in Fig.2(d) show evidence for the development of the eutectic structure directly
through morphological instability arising during planar growth of the single phase. Indeed,
we have previously suggested [1] that the mechanism of destabilization in the near-slide-wall
region and the selection of periodic length scale along the slide wall may be important in the
establishment of array orientation in rod eutectics.
In each of the four mechanisms described above, the evolution sequence begins with single-
phase planar growth of the DC phase followed by the onset of the eutectic growth and the lateral
propagation of the eutectic envelope. While this is generally consistent with the “invasion”
mechanism described by Akamatsu et al. [5,6], our observations include a few important
differences. First, we observe only direct initiation of eutectic growth with no alternating
single-phase invasion phenomena. Second, the eutectic front observed here exhibited a more
radial envelope shape and a much lower lateral growth velocity, compared to the findings of
Akamatsu et al. [5] For all of the experiments performed in 200 µm thick specimen slides
(a total of 4), eutectic seeding by growth within the grain boundary was observed to be
the onset mechanism, as shown in Fig.2(c). On the other hand, for experiments performed
with 20 µm thick specimen slides (a total of 4), the eutectic structure was observed to form
by nucleation either at random sites on the side-wall, at grain boundary grooves, or at the
edge-wall, where the interface shape leads to regions of high undercooling due to the applied
temperature gradient. This specimen size dependence clearly illustrates the importance of
interface shape and the role of the nonplanar attributes associated with the constraints of the
specimen geometry. Finally, we point out that the initial single-phase layer was permitted to
grow to a very high thickness (0.1 to 0.7 mm) in our experiments but only to a thickness on
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the order of 50 µm for the experiments by Akamatsu et al. [5], where they reported that the
grain boundary seed remained stationary in the temperature gradient frame during “recoil” of
the single-phase front. We observed, however, that the seed advances in the gradient frame,
moving toward the recoiling single-phase front until the two converge and the eutectic grain is
initiated at the boundary (see Fig.5). This difference in initial conditions is likely to be very
important and is a topic of current investigation.
Summary and conclusions
Four distinct mechanisms for the onset of the eutectic growth mode were observed during
directional solidification (V=0.5 µm/s, G=5 K/mm) of SCN-DC at the eutectic composition.
Slab-shaped specimen slides of two thicknesses (20 and 200 µm) were used, and the early-
stage dynamics were found to depend strongly on the specimen thickness. In every case, the
onset of eutectic growth in the 200 µm specimen was observed to occur through a seeding
mechanism involving growth within a small liquid channel along a grain boundary. In the 20
µm specimens, however, the eutectic growth mode was observed to initiate by nucleation. This
occurred either by random nucleation along the single-phase growth front or by nucleation in a
region of high undercooling, associated with a grain boundary groove or the side-wall contact
angle. These mechanisms were also observed simultaneously, indicating similar undercooling.
The most critical topic remaining for further investigation involves the effect of the single-phase
layer on the seeding mechanism and the overall competition between onset mechanisms.
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Figure 1: A schematic of the gradient-zone directional solidification apparatus. Spacer size (δ)
varies with slide dimensions, which are 0.02x0.20x300 and 0.2x4.0x300 mm.
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Figure 2: The four mechanisms for the onset of eutectic growth during directional solidification
of the slab-geometry specimens of SCN-DC (V=0.5 µm/s, G=5 K/mm): (a) random nucle-
ation along solid-liquid interface, (b) nucleation at specimen edge (or grain boundary groove),
(c) seeding by growth through a grain boundary, and (d) general morpholgical instability of
the planar DC growth front. The total elapsed time from the start of directional growth is
indicated.
Figure 3: Images from a 20 µm thick specimen, showing simultaneous onset events. These
include random nucleation along the interface (left) and nucleation at a grain boundary groove
near the specimen edge (right). The vertical dashed lines indicate that this is a composite
image, with the left side taken 5 seconds after the right side.
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Figure 4: Images showing that side-wall initiated growth (upper) and grain boundary groove
nucleation (lower) are preferred over the seeding mechanism of grain boundary channel growth
in specimens of 20 µm thickness. In addition, the upper image indicates that the side-wall
growth may be favored over grain boundary nucleation.
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Figure 5: Measurements of the position of the single-phase(SP)/liquid(L) interface and the
position of the seed within the grain boundary channel, both relative to the laboratory (gra-
dient) frame. The seed is advancing as the single-phase interface is recoiling. Eutectic growth
ensues upon convergence. The origin is the initial interface position (at t=0).
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Mechanisms of eutectic onset in directional growth
A paper submitted to the Journal of Acta Materialia
Melis S¸erefog˘lu and R. E. Napolitano
Abstract
The early stage dynamics and onset mechanisms for eutectic solidification are investigated
experimentally using slab-geometry slides of succinonitrile-(D)camphor (SCN-DC) transparent
organic eutectic material. By specifically focusing separately on the pre-growth or holding
period and the growth or pulling period, the critical roles of each in the establishment of
initial conditions and the competition between eutectic initiation mechanisms, leading to the
development of a steady-state eutectic front, are examined. It is concluded that the thickness of
the single-phase layer, that forms during the holding period, and the prior microstructure, that
exists at the start of the holding period, each influences the subsequent competition between
eutectic formation mechanisms.
Introduction
Multiphase solidification morphologies are very common in nature and are frequently ob-
served to be major constituents in the microstructures of cast components. Eutectic structures,
in particular, which themselves may vary considerably in appearance [1-5], are commonly found
in Fe-, Al-, Cu-, and Mg-based alloy castings [6]. Beyond these conventional examples, eu-
tectic solidification may be very important in the development of new materials for which
periodic multiphase structures may give rise to remarkable or enhanced functionality, such as
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nanoscale metallic glass/crystalline composites [7-10] and organic photovoltaics/LEDs [11-12].
The growth of coupled two-phase structures has been a principal topic of investigation for
several decades [13], and while steady-state eutectic growth has been studied extensively [14]
and is reasonable well understood, there has been far less attention given to the early-stage
dynamics associated with the initial formation of eutectic structure. Recently reported inves-
tigations [15-18] have shown, however, that the understanding of these onset dynamics may be
critical to the effective control of eutectic and other multiphase solidification microstructures.
Much of our current fundamental understanding of eutectic solidification arises from the
analytical treatment of Jackson and Hunt (JH) [19] and numerous experimental investigations
which have generally verified the JH treatment [14]. Beyond these simple descriptions, several
other more complex steady-state or oscillatory growth morphologies have been observed ex-
perimentally [1, 15, 20-23] and described theoretically [24-28]. Most recently, the investigation
of eutectic growth in ternary and quaternary systems have revealed a multitude of complex
morphologies which remain to be understood [29-39]. One prevailing question that surrounds
all of the experimental results, however, is related to the effects of the initial conditions that
may exist in a Bridgman-type gradient-zone directional solidification (DS) experiment, which
is the method through which most of the systematic experimental data have been obtained.
Moreover, it has not been standard practice to carefully characterize the initial conditions
in such an experiment. Rather, it has generally been assumed that these effects are of little
importance with respect to the ultimate steady-state growth mode. We posit here that this
assumption, perhaps, has been made without due cause and endeavor to examine this issue
more carefully.
As we have reviewed previously [17, 18], transparent metallic analog organic systems have
been instrumental in the investigation of the dynamics of eutectic solidification, since they allow
in situ observation of morphological evolution. These materials are generally studied using thin
slide or tube geometries, where a typical simple DS experiment involves the establishment of an
eutectic growth front by translating the specimen with respect to an imposed thermal gradient
frame. However, little attention has been given to the detailed method by which this steady-
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state condition is established. In particular, the initial conditions that arise from the prior
microstructure and the stationary holding period have not generally been controlled or even
reported. However, our previous work [18] has clearly shown that the early-stage dynamics
which lead to the onset of eutectic growth under DS conditions may depend critically on these
experimental details and on the specimen geometry.
In the simplest case, the initial conditions and early stage dynamics can be dictated by
controlling three experimental factors. These are (i) the prior directional growth conditions,
(ii) the holding period, and (iii) the growth conditions of interest. In the work presented
here, we are interested in the evolution of structure during these latter two stages, which we
define as the holding period and the pulling period, respectively. During the holding period,
the prior eutectic structure evolves considerably, and the coarsening and dissolution processes
that occur here typically lead to the formation of a single-phase (SP) layer between the prior
eutectic (PE) structure and the liquid (L) [15, 16, 18, 40, 41]. During the pulling period, the
eutectic onset may occur through a number of mechanisms involving the PE structure, the
single-phase layer, and the SP/L interface. Most essentially, the early-stage dynamics involve
a competition between (i) a seeding mechanism, where single-phase or eutectic growth may
originate within the SP layer or at the SP/PE interface and rapidly advance toward the SP/L
interface, and (ii) an interfacial mechanism involving nucleation at the SP/L interface, where
grain boundary structures and specimen geometry may be important. Fig. 1 illustrates this
competition. Upon pulling, the SP/L interface advances in the material frame but retreats in
the temperature gradient frame, moving toward lower temperatures. While the SP front is
moving, a single-phase or eutectic “seed” that formed in a grain boundary channel some time
after initiation of the pulling period advances in the gradient frame. When the advancing seed
reaches the SP/L interface, several mechanisms for the onset of eutectic growth may rapidly
ensue. We have shown [18] that this competition can be strongly influenced by specimen
thickness (δ), where the through-thickness curvature of the SP/L interface may reduce the
required travel distance for the advancing seed to reach the growth front. Indeed, while multiple
mechanisms were observed in thin (δ = 20µm) slides, eutectic onset was observed only through
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the seeding mechanism in thick (δ = 200µm) slides.
The specimen thickness was also found to have an effect on the seed itself, which was ob-
served to be single-phase in the thin specimens but of eutectic character in the thick specimens,
as shown in Fig. 2. When the eutectic seed reaches the solid/liquid front, it quickly “invades”
the whole solid/liquid front as shown in Fig. 1. On the other hand, when a single phase seed
reaches the solid/liquid front, it may initiate eutectic growth in the grain boundary groove
upon first contact with bulk liquid (Fig. 3(a)), or it may quickly spread laterally along the
SP/L front until eutectic growth is triggered at a grain boundary groove, side-wall groove, or
impingement with another spreading seed (Fig. 3(b)). In the current work, we specifically
focused on the two experimental periods, the holding period and the pulling period, which are
critical to the establishment of initial conditions, early-stage dynamics, and the development
of a steady-state eutectic front. Thus, the effect of single-phase boundary thickness and the
overall competition between onset mechanisms are examined.
Experimental procedure
Commercially pure (0.99) SCN was purified by triple column-distillation at approximately
373 K followed by 40-pass melt-zone refining. Commercially pure (0.98) DC was purified
by double-sublimation at 353 K. Eutectic composition (SCN-23.6wt%DC) test alloys were
prepared by melting and mixing the purified components under a protective atmosphere of
high purity nitrogen. Glass tubes with slab-geometry with aperture thickness of 20 (±0.10%)
µm, were filled with the eutectic material under a nitrogen atmosphere, cooled rapidly to
prevent macrosegregetion, and sealed. Lastly, a plane-front eutectic zone refining procedure
was used as a final purification step to displace impurities which may give rise to a non-planar
(e.g. cellular eutectic) interface. All specimens used for this investigation were zone-refined
in this manner until it could be verified that a planar eutectic interface would be stable at
velocities up to 1 µm/s in a temperature gradient of 5.0 K/mm. Specially designed specimens
were prepared by inserting a eutectic filled 20 µm specimen inside a 200 µm tube together
with two 50 µm thermocouples (TC) and then filling the 200 µm tube with pure SCN, as
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shown schematically in Fig. 4. This specimen design facilitates accurate direct measurement
of the thermal field using the embedded thermocouples. In addition, the SCN solid/liquid
(S/L) interface provides an absolute temperature reference within the gradient frame, so that
the interface temperature can be determined at any time.
Directional solidification (DS) experiments were carried out in a horizontal gradient-zone
furnace with an applied temperature gradient of 3.8 K/mm1 and constant pulling velocity of
0.1 µm/s until the system reaches steady-state, as indicated by a constant interface position
within the gradient frame. The interface morphology was recorded in situ in 8-bit grayscale
images using CCD cameras with imaging intervals from 2 to 600 s. The interface position
variation with time was determined using these images, along with a high precision (±1µm)
encoder stage which reports the position of the image frame.
For each experiment, the specimen was kept stationary in the controlled temperature gra-
dient for a holding period ranging from 0.5 to 1000 hours, during which the growth of the
SP layer was recorded continuously. After the holding period, the specimen was translated
with respect to the thermal field at a constant specified velocity. During this pulling period,
the formation/evolution of the eutectic structure, the thermocouple temperatures, and the
encoded stage position were recorded. All microstructural measurements were obtained from
in situ images taken with the optical axis normal to the slide plane. No observable fluid flow
or change in microstructure through the thickness of the specimen was detected. Furthermore,
since the Grashof number is on the order of 10−4, buoyancy driven convection is neglected.
Results
The PE structure is unstable in the stationary thermal field and immediately begins to
degenerate at the start of the holding period. The evolution of structure during this period
involves (i) the general coarsening of the structure, (ii) the coalescence of impinging like-phase
structures which eventually leads to the formation of a continuous single-phase layer, and (iii)
the overall advancement of the solid/liquid interface while the E/SP interface stays at the
1This value of the thermal gradient was measured at the eutectic temperature. For determination of interface
temperature, however, the long-range variation of the thermal gradient was taken into account.
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eutectic temperature (TE), which continues throughout the holding period, moving the SP/L
interface to higher temperatures in the gradient frame. The microstructural dynamics that
occur during the holding period are summarized in Fig. 5, showing the interface position and
temperature as a function of time as well as microstructures observed at selected times during
the holding period.
As discussed in the introduction, upon initiation of the pulling period, the SP/L interface
initially retreats in the gradient frame. This is countered to some degree by single-phase growth
up the thermal gradient in response to the increasing undercooling. At the same time, the
increased driving force may trigger the seeding process, involving solidification along one or
more liquid channels existing within grain boundaries in the single-phase layer. In general, the
competition here may give rise to various possible early-stage dynamics. However, only two
scenarios were regularly observed in the current study involving the 20 µm thick specimen.
These include seeding, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3, and (ii) nucleation at the SP/L front, as
shown in Fig. 6, most likely occuring along the slide wall or at a grain boundary, where a
groove is formed containing liquid at an increased undercooling.
The S/L interface position (and hence, temperature), measured during the pulling period
(velocity = 0.1 µm/s) after three different holding periods (different SP thicknesses) are shown
in Fig. 7. Each exhibits a different starting temperature as a result of the individual holding
period duration. This starting temperature represents the (DC) liquidus temperture in each
case. The broken line, then, indicates the motion of the original interface position through
the temperature gradient during the pulling period, and the difference between this line and
the measured interface position represents the growth of the single-phase (DC) layer. The
three curves are generally similar in appearance, with each exhibiting a nearly linear initial
decrease in interface temperature from the initial value through the eutectic temperature. At
some point just below the eutectic temperature, each shows a change in slope, representing an
interruption of the planar single-phase growth associated, through seeding or nucleation, with
the appearance of the SCN phase and ultimately the eutectic structure. This is followed by
a nonlinear decrease in temperature with a nearly horizontal long-time behavior, representing
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an approach to steady-state eutectic growth. The region of each curve near the slope change
is highlighted further, indicating four specific points of interest in each experiment. Point A
indicates the time at which the SCN phase is first observed along the growth front. Point B
indicates the time at which the eutectic morphology is first observed to be growing at the front.
Point C indicates the time at which the eutectic constituent completely covers the growth front.
And finally, point D indicates the time at which the eutectic front becomes planar, after which
it gradually decreases in temperature toward the steady-state growth condition.
Discussion
Both current and previously reported observations suggest that the most prevalent scenario
in the early-stage dynamics of eutectic growth under gradient-frame directional growth con-
ditions involves the competition between a seeding mechanism, where a single- or two-phase
seed is triggered at some location within the defect structure of the single-phase region and a
nucleation mechanism, presumably occurring at the SP/L interface. As outlined in the intro-
duction, central to this discussion is the initial state of the microstructure. Specifically, the
prior growth conditions give rise to the relevant structural features at the PE/SP interface,
and the extent of the holding period determines the thickness of the SP layer and the temper-
ature of the SP/L interface. In addition, the SP layer includes grain boundaries and interface
features associated with specimen geometry. All of these factors may significantly influence the
competition between the mechanisms operative in the development of eutectic morphology.
The situation after the initiation of the pulling period is summarized in Fig. 8, which shows
the retreat of the SP/L interface and the formation and advancement of the seeds within the
SP grain boundaries. Examining the seeding mechanism, we consider the case where growth
of a one- or two-phase seed is triggered at some location within the SP layer at a critical
undercooling sufficient to drive growth through the available fine liquid channel. We must
recognize here that such a seed may originate at any depth in the SP layer, ranging from
the PE/SP interface to the SP/L interface. Considering one extreme, we first consider the
case of free or “barrierless” growth, originating at the PE/SP interface. As shown in Fig.
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9, this interface is at TE at the start of the pulling period. Upon initiation of pulling, the
PE/SP interface temperature decreases linearly with time, and barrierless growth of a seed
would result in seed acceleration up to the steady-state velocity, equal to Vp. If we assume
that the seed is eutectic in nature (normal or divorced), then we can predict this response
and compute the position as a function of time. The result is shown in Fig. 9, computed as
V = ∆T 2/4K1K2, where K1 = 2.83x1010Ks/m2 and K2 = 2.75x10−7K − m [15]. For the
purpose of this calculation, the variation in the liquid composition, from eutectic composition
(CE) at the PE/SP interface to liquidus composition (CL) at the SP/L interface, has been
neglected. Rather, it was assumed for convenience that the liquid in the grain boundary
channel is uniformly at CE . The intersection of the seed position with the SP/L position,
then, should indicate the onset time (i.e. point A, as in Fig. 7) and should agree with the
observed final SP layer thickness. Fig. 1, however, shows that neither of these predictions are
consistent with experiment, and we conclude that this “barrierless” onset case is not realistic.
We next consider the case where the triggering mechanism is not barrierless, but rather
requires some critical level of undercooling for the initiation of growth. Recognizing that
both the time and location of triggering may vary, we first examine the case where the seed
originates at the PE/SP interface. For this case, we utilize the observed SP layer thickness (δ0
(initial thickness) + δg (growth thickness)) to compute the triggering time required to produce
the measured value, as shown in Fig. 9. This represents the earliest possible triggering time
(tmin). At the opposite extreme, the latest possible triggering time (tmax) would involve seed
initiation at the SP/L interface. Thus, the curve between these points defines the range of
possible seed triggering, i.e. the locus of points that would give rise to the observed value
of the final SP thickness. We now examine the computed curve for seed growth, shown in
Fig. 9. Specifically, the intersection of this curve with the single-phase position line should
indicate the time at which the seed first appears at the SP/L interface, interrupting single-
phase growth (i.e. point A in Fig. 7). These predictions are compared with experiments
in Table 1, which summarizes the experimental measurements and predictions for all holding
periods used. Agreement between the predicted onset time (tonset) and the measured value (tA)
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is very good for the 1000 min holding period but becomes poorer with increasing holding time
(thickness). This is not unexpected, since our assumption that the liquid in the grain boundary
channel is homogeneously at CE becomes less accurate with increasing SP layer thickness. We
note further that any deviation in composition from CE will decrease the velocity of both a
single- and two-phase seed advancing toward the SP/L interface, pushing the predicted onset to
longer times, more consistent with experiment. Thus, we conclude that the general agreement
between the predicted onset time and undercooling and the observation of the advancing seed
during the pulling period indicates that the seeding process involves a triggering mechanism
which requires a specific critical undercooling for the initiation of growth. Such a process
can be considered as an athermal nucleation event, where the controlling site distribution is
dictated by the PE structure, SP layer thickness, and specimen slide thickness.
Table 1: Critical undercooling for seed triggering.
Prediction Experimental (See Fig. 7)
Holding time SP thickness ttrig ∆Ttrig tonset ∆Tonset tA ∆TA tB ∆TB tC ∆TC tD ∆TD
(min) (µm) (min) (K) (min) (K) (min) (K) (min) (K) (min) (K) (min) (K)
1000 49.4 15.5 0.36 17 0.09 17 0.09 19.67 0.10 26 0.13 39 0.21
2880 248.7 64 1.47 65 0.12 67.5 0.16 72 0.19 79.5 0.28 91 0.32
10075 579.7 142.15 3.27 143.75 0.15 148.17 0.22 152 0.28 162 0.33 178.17 0.49
The final question that must be considered to assess the onset competition relates to
whether the SP/L interface reaches a sufficiently high undercooling, prior to interruption by the
seed, for any competing mechanisms, such as nucleation of the SCN phase. For this assessment,
we use the classical theory,
N˙ = I0 exp
(
−∆G
∗
kBT
)
, (1)
and compute the rates for homogeneous (hom) nucleation, as well as spherical-cap (sc) nucle-
ation on a flat surface, and wedge-shaped (ws) crevice nucleation. The respective activation
barriers are given as:
∆G∗hom =
16pi
3
γ3αL
∆g2v
(2)
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∆G∗sc = ∆G
∗
hom.f(θ) (3)
∆G∗ws =
1
∆g2v
(
−2
3
φη31 + (piη2 + 2φγαL) η
2
1
)
(4)
where
f(θ) =
(2 + cos θ) + (1− cos θ)2
4
,
η1 =
pi
φ
η2 + 2γαL, η2 = (γαβ − γβL) .
Here, α and β represent the SCN and DC phases, respectively, ∆gv is the volumetric Gibbs free
energy change associated with solidification of the SCN phase, γ is the interfacial free energy
for the phases indicated by the subscripts, θ is the wetting angle for the nucleating phase, φ is
the included crevice angle, and Io is taken as 1041m−3s−1.
The assessment is illustrated in Fig. 10, showing nucleation rate vs. undercooling for the
relevant mechanisms. All materials parameters2 used for this figure are given in Table 2. The
homogeneous nucleation rate for SCN is shown, and it is clear that the prevailing undercoolings
observed at the front are not sufficient for nucleation in the melt just ahead of the advancing
SP/L interface. Similarly, the spherical-cap heterogeneous nucleation rate is shown, indicating
that the undercooling required for SCN nucleation directly on the planar DC interface is
much higher than those observed in experiment. We now consider heterogeneous nucleation
within the defect structure at the SP/L interface. First, we consider nucleation within grain
boundary grooves. The results shown are for a spherical-wedge SCN nucleus geometry within
a DC grain boundary, as shown in Fig. 10, with an included grain boundary groove angle
of 82 degrees, which was computed from interfacial free energies and is consistent with SP/L
grooves observed at the stationary front during the holding period. Here again, the required
undercoolings are higher than the observed values, and we conclude that this mechanism are
2The value of γSCN/DC was estimated from triple-junction angles measured during eutectic growth.
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not likely. However, considering that we have grain boundary grooves and slide-wall grooves
sitting at the liquidus temperature and we have observed that some grain boundaries are liquid-
bearing, it is reasonable to assume that some boundaries are much deeper that the equilibrium
groove and that the included angles may vary down to very low values, approaching a narrow
wedge-shaped crevice. Fig. 11 shows the undercooling necessary for different groove angles
for a nucleation rate of 1 m−3s−1, indicating that nucleation in the more narrow grooves may
indeed be possible, given the undercoolings attained at the SP/L front prior to seed emergence.
Moreover, if such crevice nucleation occurs within a slide-wall groove (normal to the optical
viewing axis), then eutectic grain formation might appear to occur along the general growth
front without the aid of any grain boundary, as in Fig. 6.
Table 2: Material parameters used for nucleation calculations
Parameters Value Reference
∆HSCNm (J/mol) 3703 [42]
∆HDCm (J/mol) 6865 [43]
TSCNm (K) 331.23 [44]
TDCm (K) 451.85 [43]
ΓSCN (mK) 6.22 x 10−8 [45]
ΓDC(mK) 1.10 x 10−7 [15]
θSCN (deg.) 50.55 [15]
θDC(deg.) 65 [15]
∆SSCNm (J/molK) 11.18 [42, 44]
∆SDCm (J/molK) 15.19 [43]
ρSCN (g/m3) 1.022 x 106 [46]
ρDC(g/m3) 1.020 x 106 [47]
γSCN/L(J/m2) 8.87 x 10−3 [42, 44-46]
γDC/L(J/m2) 1.12 x 10−2 [15, 43, 47]
γSCN/DC(J/m2) 1.04 x 10−2 See Note 2.
Summary and conclusions
The initial development of eutectic growth morphology in a SCN-DC transparent organic
alloy was investigated with a gradient-zone directional solidification technique, using slab-
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geometry specimens with a thickness of 20 µm. Specifically, the influence of the (pre-growth)
holding period and the (growth) pulling period were investigated. Holding period duration
was varied, resulting in different single-phase layer thicknesses at the start of the pulling
period. Solid-liquid interface position and temperature were measured throughout both of
these periods.
The holding period is characterized by coarsening of the (prior) eutectic structure, coa-
lescence of like-phase features, and the formation of a continuous single-phase layer (DC in
the present case), which continues to thicken throughout the holding period by motion of the
SP/L interface toward higher temperatures. During the pulling period, the single-phase layer
grows while the single-phase/liquid interface is pulled to lower temperatures, thus appearing
to “retreat”, referenced to the gradient frame. The appearance of a discontinuity in the inter-
face temperature-time curve is consistent with the observed interruption associated with the
eutectic onset mechanism.
The onset dynamics include the competition between an athermal triggering mechanism
and the nucleation of the SCN phase at the DC-liquid interface. In the former case, a seed may
form below the eutectic growth temperature in a liquid-bearing single-phase grain boundary.
Upon formation, the seed(s) will accelerate forward (i.e. advance) in the gradient frame,
moving to higher temperatures until the seed emerges at the growth front, interrupting the
single-phase “retreat”, after which time the eutectic structure is rapidly established across the
front. The interface undercoolings attained prior to this interruption may be sufficient for a
circular wedge-shaped nucleation process, occurring within liquid-bearing DC grain boundary
crevices or slide-wall grooves.
Based on these findings, we conclude generally that the pre-existing structure, holding
period duration, single-phase identity and thickness, and specimen slide geometry should all
be reported as standard practice, along with pulling velocity and thermal gradient, for com-
plete description of a gradient-zone directional solidification experiment. Several more specific
conclusions are listed below.
• The triggering mechanism for the seed formation is not barrierless but rather requires
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some critical level of undercooling for the initiation of growth. This condition results in
a single-phase or eutectic seed that advances in the gradient frame after formation.
• The specimen thickness has an effect on the seed itself, which was observed to be a
single-phase in thin specimens (20 µm) but of eutectic character in the thick specimens
(200 µm).
• Nucleation of SCN seed in a liquid-bearing DC slide-wall groove or DC grain boundary
crevice is possible for included crevice angles less than approximately pi/18.
• The onset of eutectic growth, by seeding or nucleation, was observed to occur at under-
coolings that increase with SP thickness and, hence, the duration of the holding period.
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t = 715 s t = 740 s 
t = 765 s t = 790 s 
t = 815 s t = 840 s 
t = 865 s t = 890 s 
40µm 
Figure 1: Measurements of the position of the seed within the grain boundary channel and
the SP/L interface in the gradient frame with the corresponding images showing the SP/L
interface retreating as the seed is advancing (seed positions are indicated by the arrows). The
broken line shows the specimen translation (Pulling velocity (Vp)= 0.5µm/s). A linear fit
to the measured SP/L interface position (solid line) indicates that the retreating velocity is
0.43µm/s, and the growth velocity of the SP is 0.07µm/s.
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Figure 2: Effect of specimen thickness on the seed. (a) SCN seeding through DC grain bound-
aries, (b) DC seeding through SCN grain boundaries, both for δ = 20µm, (c) Eutectic seeding
in the SCN grain boundary for δ = 200µm. Dashed lines show the intersection of a tilted grain
boundary with the specimen slides.
Figure 3: Examples of eutectic onset after single-phase grain boundary seeding (SCN in DC).
Eutectic growth is triggered (a) upon first contact with bulk liquid in the grain boundary
groove and (b) at the specimen side-wall groove. Vp = 0.1µm/s.
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Figure 4: Schematics of the specimen (to scale). Inner dimensions of outer and specimen tubes
are 0.20 x 4.0 and 0.02 x 0.20 mm, respectively.
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20µm t = 0 min t = 117 min 
t = 350 min t = 203 min 
t = 600 min t = 850 min 
t = 1350 min t = 1100 min 
t = 1600 min t = 1850 min 
Figure 5: Represantative images of the single-phase formation with the corresponding temper-
atures. The images correspond to the circles in the inset plot except for the t = 0min one. The
data points are taken in every 20 seconds. TE = 38.350C, prior Vp = 0.1µm/s, G = 3.8K/mm.
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Figure 6: Nucleation at the SP/L front. Vp = 0.5µm/s.
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Figure 7: Temperature vs. time data for the initial dynamics. The second plot is normalized
with respect to the eutectic time tE at which the solid/liquid interface front passes the eutectic
temperature. Vp = 0.1µm/s.
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Figure 8: Schematic of the different triggering mechanisms.
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Figure 9: Analysis of the triggering mechanism, comparing a barrierless growth process with
a triggering mechanism requiring a critical undercooling, originating at the PE/SP interface
in both cases.
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Figure 10: A comparison of nucleation rates, as a function of undercooling (below the eutectic
temperature). Angles indicate included crevice angle for circular wedge-shaped nuclei.
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Figure 11: Computed undercooling required to give nucleation rate of 1m−3s−1 as a function of
wedge angle. The shaded area indicates the range of undercooling measured from experiments
(A to C in Fig. 7).
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Phase-field investigation of rod eutectic morphologies
A paper to be submitted to the Journal of Physical Review Letters
Melis S¸erefog˘lu, and R. E. Napolitano
Abstract
Phase field simulations are employed to investigate rod-type eutectic growth morphologies
in the thin-slab geometry regime. Distinct JH rod-type solutions are found to depend on slab
thickness, with the rod array basis vectors and their included angle (α) changing to accommo-
date the geometrical constraint. Specific morphological transitions are observed, involving rods
of circular cross-section, rods of elliptical cross section, rods of peanut-shaped cross-section,
and lamellar structures in very thin geometries. The results show that for a given α normal
circular rod arrays are stable in the spacing range of 0.5λmin − 1.5λmin, whereas “peanut”
morphologies become stable for λ ≥ 1.6λmin. The transition from rod to lamellar structures is
observed for α values less than 10 degrees for the phase fraction of 10.5%, used here.
Introduction
The currently attainable and potential gains in physical and mechanical properties indi-
cate the value of realizing precise control of multiphase solidification structures in materials.
The most important class of multiphase solidification morphology includes eutectic growth
structures, which include regular rod and lamellar types, irregular (faceted-nonfaceted) types,
numerous more complex periodic structures, and aperiodic or chaotic multiphase structures
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[1-3]. Much of our current understanding of eutectic growth morphologies arises from ex-
perimental investigation and analytical models, most notably the Jackson-Hunt analysis and
subsequent modifications [4, 5]. While phase-field modeling has led to substantial advancement
in the understanding of single-phase solidification dynamics, the application of these methods
to quantitative modeling of eutectic solidification has only become possible in the last few
years [6-9]. Given these recent developments in multiphase solidification modeling, it is now
possible to systematically probe the morphological dynamics involved with eutectic growth to
answer several important outstanding questions which limit our ability to understand, control,
and predict growth structures.
We have previously reported [10] on the influence of geometrical constraint on the ordering
of a rod-type eutectic array. That investigation, which involved directional solidification of a
succinonitrile-camphor (SCN-DC) transparent alloy in thin slab geometries of various thick-
nesses revealed two main points. First, a velocity was found at which a transition in array basis
vectors is observed in specimens with many rows of rods (i.e. bulk). This transition amounts
to a 90 degree rotation of the rod array, shifting from alignment of 1st nearest neighbors to
alignment of 2nd nearest neighbors along the slide wall. Second, significant array distortion is
observed with decreasing slide thickness (δ), which ultimately leads to a single-row (quasi-3D)
morphology where δ/λ is on the order of unity. In our analysis of these observations, we as-
sumed that distortion is completely accommodated by reordering of the array with no change
in phase fraction or rod shape, and used a geometrical model to describe the rod arrange-
ment as a function of slide thickness, providing excellent agreement with observation, down
to this quasi-3D regime. For the case of very thin slides, which we examine presently, such
an assumption is clearly not reasonable, since thin-geometry morphologies vary from circular
rods to lamellar structures in the regime where δ/λ ≤ 1, with several transition geometries
exhibited at intermediate stages. In the work reported here, we use a phase-field model [11] for
regular nonfaceted-nonfaceted (nf-nf) eutectic solidification to probe the influence of geomet-
rical constraint over this full range, from the bulk case to the very thin limit. Specifically we
use simulations to (i) map out the relevant morphological domains in terms of eutectic spacing
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and material (i.e. slide) thickness, (ii) examine transitions in steady-state growth morphologies
and their relative stability in comparison with the predictions of the Jackson-Hunt (JH) theory
[4], and (iii) investigate the stability and evolution dynamics associated with the important
morphological attractor states.
Simulations
We simulate eutectic solidification, where the interface temperature of each growing phase
(i) is given as
Ti = TE −mi(Ci − CE)− Γiκ− Vn
µi
, (1)
which must couple to the stationary thermal field,
T (z) = TE +Gz. (2)
We employ a scaled concentration field,
c =
C − CE
Cβ − Cα , (3)
and define the relevant lengths represented by the physical system as,
liT = |mi|(Cβ − Cα)/G, (4a)
di = σiLTp/[Li|mi|(Cβ − Cα)], (4b)
lD = D/V, (4c)
which are the thermal, capillary, and diffusion lengths, respectively, and all physical parameters
are defined in Table 1. The usual conservation and interface mass balance conditions apply,
∂c
∂t
= ~∇ ·D~∇c (5)
Vnci = −Dnˆ · ~∇c|int, (6)
where nˆ is the local interface unit normal, and Eq.(1) can be rewritten to express the liquid-side
interface composition as
c∗ = ∓
(
z
lT
+ diκ+ βiVn
)
. (7)
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Finally, we assume that the interface tensions are isotropic, where local equilibrium at the
three-phase junctions yields ∑
i 6=j
σijnˆij = 0, (8)
and that the two solid-liquid interfacial tensions are equal, so that
dαcα = dβcβ. (9)
Table 1: Material and experimental parameters
Parameter Value
Cα (mol %) 99.15
Cβ (mol %) 3.87
CE (mol %) 13.9
∆x 0.8
D˜ 1.178
λ˜ 4.01
V˜ 0.005
lαT -940.45
lβT 940.45
The FP model, which is fully detailed elsewhere [11], employs the finite-thin-interface [12]
and anti-trapping [13, 14] corrections to the evolution equations, which are taken here as
τ (~p)
∂pi
∂t
=
∑
i
p2i (1− pi)2 +
W 2
2
∑
i
∣∣∣~∇pi2∣∣∣+ g(p) [ci(T − TE)
mi∆C
− µci
]
, (10a)
∂µ
∂t
= ~∇ ·
[
D (~p) ~∇µ
]
−
∑
i
ci
∂pi
∂t
+
W
2
√
2
~∇ · nˆ
∑
α,β
ci
∂pi
∂t
(nˆi · nˆL) (10b)
for the phase fields and solute fields, respectively, where the phase fields (pi) are constrained
so that
∑
pi = 1, and µ ≡ c−
∑
cipi.
The model is parameterized with respect to the finite interface thickness, W , and the
relaxation time, τ , where the asymptotic analysis [15, 16] gives the following relationships
with the relevant physical quantities:
di = a1
(
W
λ˜ |ci|
)
(11a)
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βi
di
=
τ
W 2
− a2
(
λ˜ |ci|2
D
)
, (11b)
where a1 = 2/2
√
3 and a2 = 0.7464.
Model accuracy and convergence with respect to interface thickness requires W to be
smaller than each of the relevant lengths represented in the physical system, as defined in
Eq.(4). Here, λ˜ = 4 was chosen, where the corresponding interface thickness is (W =
7.07x10−4m. The relaxation times, τi are then chosen to give vanishing kinetic undercooling
at the solid-liquid interfaces. From Eq.(10), this condition requires that τi = a2λ˜ |ci|2W 2/D,
which yields τi = 2.4x10−3s for the simulations presented here. These two parameters define
the model, and all lengths and times are scaled to these quantities.
Simulations were performed here to investigate the influence of geometric constraint on the
stability of directional rod eutectic solutions. Since rod distortion and array adjustment are
fundamentally related to the phase fraction, material parameters were chosen to give relative
phase fractions which correspond closely to a SCN-DC alloy at eutectic composition fDC =
10.5%, which has been the subject of several experimental investigations [10, 17-19]. All
material parameters used for the simulations are shown in Table 1, along with other growth
parameters and numerical simulation parameters.
All simulations were begun with cylindrical rod morphologies. Therefore, with a constant
phase fraction of 0.105, any starting configuration is completely defined by the cross-sectional
simulation domain dimensions. Alternatively, the configuration is completely specified by the
box diagonal (λD) and the array angle (α), as shown in Fig. 1. The auxiliary parameters of
d (rod diameter) and δ (periodic thin-slab dimension) are also shown. The initial interface
temperature is chosen somewhat arbitrarily by placing the eutectic front within the gradient
frame at a location that corresponds to a temperature that is below TE . During the simulation,
the material (phase field) frame is translated uniaxially at a fixed velocity (V˜ = Vpτ/W =
0.005) relative to the stationary thermal field, given by Eq.(2). Under the constraints imposed
by the fixed lateral dimensions, the linear thermal field, the constant translation velocity, and
the reflective lateral boundaries, the phase fields are permitted to evolve freely, where system
response may involve changes in growth morphology, interface temperature, phase-fraction,
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and the uniformity of these.
Results
Examining the influence of slab thickness on the steady-state morphology, we find that
there are distinct JH rod-type solutions associated with different geometrical arrangements.
We note that the entire domain of simulation conditions resides in the thin-slide regime and
that the initial conditions for every simulation is a staggered array, defined by δ and λ, where
α = sin−1(δ/2λ), as shown in Fig. 1. Our overall modeling results are summarized in Fig. 2,
where observed morphologies are mapped out over the range of conditions probed. The circles
present over the large central portion of the map indicate that the basic hexagonally packed
circular-rod array is the stable configuration. In this region, the change in slab geometry is
accommodated by distortion of the array, observed as a change in the array basis vector angle,
α. This is consistent with our previous experimental findings [10].
On the periphery of the map, other morphologies are prevalent. On the far left of the map,
decreasing values of λ give rise to a transition to a square array (i.e. single row) of circular rods
(triangular symbols) under the geometrical constraint. At low values of δ/λ, array distortion
reaches a limit at approximately α = 10o, and further decreases in slab thickness lead to a
lamellar structure, where the morphology becomes effectively two-dimensional. On the border
between the rod domain and the lamellar domain, there is a small region where distorted
(noncircular) rods are observed. For Fig. 2, rods are defined to be distorted when the cross-
sectional aspect ratio is greater than % 15. Finally, in the upper-right portion of the map,
the stable growth morphology consists of severely elongated rods with a peanut-shaped cross
section. These remain arranged in a staggered array that could be described as a type of
broken-lamellar structure. Presently, we will examine these eutectic growth solutions and the
transitions between them.
Modeling results for steady-state undercoolings are plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of λ
for rod morphologies at three approximately constant values of α, (pi/12, pi/6, and pi/4). The
results for the lamellar structures are also shown, where initial geometries with α < 9.5◦
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give rise to steady-state lamellar morphologies. All of these results are consistent with a JH
type of solution, and the characteristic constants (Kc and Kr) are given for each curve. This
plot clearly shows the influence of geometric constraint, where the extremum spacing and
undercooling both increase with decreasing α. This result implies that variations in local
spacing are likely to be accompanied by corresponding variations in α. Fig. 3 suggests that
for every value of α, there would be a different JH type solution, and a ∆T-λ-α surface could
be described such that for any value of λ, there will be a specific α that gives the minimum
undercooling.
We now examine the morphological transitions observed as we sample the morphological
map in Fig. 2 along a horizontal line (i.e. keeping α roughly constant). Fig. 4 shows the
morphological variation across the α = pi/6 and α = pi/4 lines. In both cases, the structure
consists of a staggered circular-rod array for intermediate values of λ with transitions to a
square array at low λ and a peanut-shaped broken lamellar array at high λ. These transitions
can be understood more clearly by referring to the undercooling plots in Fig. 5 where it can
be seen that for a given α and for λ ≥ 1.6λmin, the peanut structure is more stable than
the circular rod array solution which is shown with the dashed line. As the value of λ/λmin
increases, the peanut structure elongates even more to minimize the undercooling as shown in
Figs. 4 and 5.
Next we look more directly at the effect of specimen thickness, δ, on the selected eutectic
morphology. The morphological transitions indicated in Fig. 2 are shown in more detail in Fig.
6, revealing the rod to lamellae (3D-2D) transition for thin slides and the rod to peanut-shape
transition for large thicknesses. Fig. 2 shows that for δ/λ ≤ 0.3, rods transforms into lamellar
structure and the corresponding α values suggests that the rod to lamellar transition takes
place every time when α < 9.5◦. When 9.5◦ ≤ α ≤ 10.3◦, for higher λ values, a transition
region of distorted rods is observed where |ry − rz|/min(ry, rz) > 15, however, this region is
not observed for lower λ values as shown in Fig. 2.
Representative evolution dynamics for hexagonal to rod array transition is given in Fig. 7
with the corresponding morphologies. This figure shows that the hexagonal rod array reaches
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a “metastable” dynamic state before it transforms into square rod array. When we plot that
“metastable” state in the ∆T vs. λ graph as shown with the empty triangles at higher ∆T
values in Fig. 5, where the ones with α = 30 and α = 45 are right on the corresponding
JH curves as expected. Interestingly, ∆T for the square array steady-state morphology is
still on the same curve although the morphology transformed from hexagonal to square array
(λ is calculated as
√
x2 + y2 for hexagonal array, and as x + y for steady-state square array
structures). Furthermore, for an exceptional simulation with starting α = 16.7, first we have
observed hexagonal to square rod array transition, at which point the δ/λ value moved from
rods to lamellar region shown in Fig. 2, as a result of which the transition is followed by rod
to lamellar transition. The undercooling values for hexagonal to square rod array transition
is shown with the triangles pointing left in Fig. 5, and the value after it is transformed to
lamellar is shown with the empty square on the lamellar curve.
The dynamics of the rod to lamellar transition is given in Fig. 8 for α = 8.1◦. Due to high
curvature along specimen thickness (δ), the morphology transforms itself to lamellar structure
right away. Lastly, the dynamic evolution of peanut structures are given in Fig. 9 with the
corresponding morphologies. At point “A”, rods are circular, but with time, they first get
elongated (point “B”), and a result of further elongation peanut structures form (point “C”)
and these structure are the steady-state structures.
Summary and conclusions
Phase field simulations are employed to investigate rod-type eutectic growth morphologies
in the thin-slab geometry regime. Distinct JH rod-type solutions are found to depend on slab
thickness, with the rod array basis vectors and their included angle (α) changing to accommo-
date the geometrical constraint. Specific morphological transitions are observed, involving rods
of circular cross-section, rods of elliptical cross section, rods of peanut-shaped cross-section, and
lamellar structures in very thin geometries. A stability map of these morphologies is obtained.
The results show that for a given α value, normal circular rod arrays are stable in the spacing
range of 0.5λmin − 1.5λmin, whereas “peanut” morphologies become stable for λ ≥ 1.6λmin.
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The transition from rod to lamellar structures is observed for α values less than 10 degrees
for the phase fraction of 10.5%, used here. The dynamics of these transitions are examined.
Eutectic morphology and array structure in rod morphology for a given phase fraction depend
on the specimen geometry, especially thickness, spacing.
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Figure 1: Starting simulation box morphology.
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Figure 2: The effect of specimen thickness, initial rod diameter (d) and inter-rod spacing (λ)
on the morphology.
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α Kc Kr
45 0.03328 0.931
30 0.03088 0.999
15 0.02492 1.290
Lamellar 0.02334 1.625
Figure 3: The steady-state undercooling values for rods at different geometrical arrangements.
α is the base angle of the unit cell. The minimum R2 value for the fits is 0.9972.
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Figure 4: Effect of λ on steady-state microstructures for (a) α = 45o with λ values of 33.9,
101.8, 118.8, 135.8, and (b) α = 30± 1o with λ values of 32.2, 96.7, 129.0.
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Figure 5: Stability comparison of the square array and the peanut structure with respect to
rod structure.
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Figure 6: Effect of δ on steady-state microstructures.
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Figure 7: Evolution dynamics of hexagonal to square rod array transition with the correspond-
ing morphologies.
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t = 0.8 s
t = 3.8 s
t = 4.6 s
t = 5.3 s
t = 6.1 s
t = 7.6 s
t = 9.2 s
t = 131.6 s
Figure 8: Dynamics of rod to lamellar transition.
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Figure 9: Evolution dynamics of rod to peanut transition with the corresponding morphologies.
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Summary and conclusions
It is well known that microstructures and their homogeneity have a critical effect on prop-
erties of materials and control of the structural features necessitates understanding. Due to
their naturally-grown composite structure, low melting point and good fluidity, eutectics are
widely used for casting, welding, and soldering of engineering components. Eutectic solidifi-
cation may also be very important in the development of new materials for which periodic
multiphase structures may give rise to remarkable or enhanced functionality, such as nanoscale
metallic glass/cystalline composites, organic photovoltaics/LEDs.
One of the focuses of this dissertation is on the effect of geometrical constraints on eutec-
tic morphology, which is not only important for applications where materials at off-eutectic
compositions and metal matrix composites are used, but also very critical for solidification
science where the most extensively used tool to understand dynamics is directional solidifica-
tion of transparent materials in thin tubes. Another focus point is the formation of eutectic
structures, which is very critical to control the overall steady-state microstructure as well as
forming single crystals.
Directional solidification of SCN-DC rod eutectics was investigated using slab-geometry
slides over a range of specimen thicknesses. Measurements of rod diameter and eutectic spacing,
taken from the projection of the morphology on the broad viewing plane of the slide, were
analyzed using a model for the geometric influence of the finite slide thickness. The array
structure was determined in terms of basis vector lengths and the included angle [1].
Four distinct mechanisms for the onset of the eutectic growth mode were observed during
directional solidification (V=0.5 µm/s, G=5 K/mm) of SCN-DC at the eutectic composition.
Slab-shaped specimen slides of two thicknesses (20 and 200 µm) were used, and the early-stage
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dynamics were found to depend strongly on the specimen thickness. In every case, the onset
of eutectic growth in the 200 µm specimen was observed to occur through a eutectic seeding
mechanism involving growth within a small liquid channel along a grain boundary. In the 20
µm specimens, however, the eutectic growth mode was observed to initiate by nucleation or
single-phase seeding. Nucleation occurred either by random nucleation along the single-phase
growth front or by nucleation in a region of high undercooling, associated with a grain boundary
groove or the side-wall contact angle. These mechanisms were also observed simultaneously,
indicating similar undercooling [2].
The initial development of eutectic growth morphology was also investigated using SCN-
DC with a gradient-zone directional solidification technique, using slab-geometry specimens
with a thickness of 20 µm. Specially designed specimen with themocouples were used to get
the direct temperature measurements of the solidification front. Specifically, the influence of
the (pre-growth) holding period and the (growth) pulling period were investigated. Holding
period duration was varied, resulting in different single-phase layer thicknesses at the start of
the pulling period. Solid-liquid interface position and temperature were measured throughout
both of these periods [3].
The holding period was characterized by coarsening of the (prior) eutectic structure, co-
alescence of like-phase features, and the formation of a continuous single-phase layer (DC in
the present case), which continued to thicken throughout the holding period by motion of the
SP/L interface toward higher temperatures. During the pulling period, the single-phase layer
grew while the single-phase/liquid interface was pulled to lower temperatures, thus appearing
to “retreat”, referenced to the gradient frame. The appearance of a discontinuity in the inter-
face temperature-time curve is consistent with the observed interruption associated with the
eutectic onset mechanism [3].
The onset dynamics include the competition between an athermal triggering mechanism
and the nucleation of the SCN phase at the DC-liquid interface. In the former case, a seed may
form below the eutectic growth temperature in a liquid-bearing single-phase grain boundary.
Upon formation, the seed(s) accelerates forward (i.e. advance) in the gradient frame, moving
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to higher temperatures until the seed emerges at the growth front, interrupting the single-
phase “retreat”, after which time the eutectic structure is rapidly established across the front.
The interface undercoolings attained prior to this interruption may be sufficient for a circular
wedge-shaped nucleation process, occurring within liquid-bearing DC grain boundary crevices
or slide-wall grooves [2-3].
Based on these findings, we conclude generally that the pre-existing structure, holding
period duration, single-phase identity and thickness, and specimen slide geometry should all
be reported as standard practice, along with pulling velocity and thermal gradient, for complete
description of a gradient-zone directional solidification experiment [3].
Phase field simulations were used (i) to map out the relevant morphological domains in
terms of eutectic spacing and material (i.e. slide) thickness, (ii) to examine transitions in
steady-state growth morphologies and their relative stability in comparison with the predic-
tions of the Jackson-Hunt (JH) theory [5], and (iii) to investigate the stability and evolution
dynamics associated with the important morphological attractor states. Examining the influ-
ence of slab thickness on the steady-state morphology, we found that there are distinct JH
rod-type solutions associated with different geometrical arrangements. We noted that the en-
tire simulation domain resides in a thin-slide regime and that the initial conditions for every
simulation was a staggered array, defined by δ and λ, where α = sin−1(δ/2λ). Three specific
morphologies were observed, which are circular rods, peanut-shaped cross-sectioned morphol-
ogy, and lamellar structure. In the rod region, the change in slab geometry is accommodated
by distortion of the array, observed as a change in the array basis vector angle, α, which is
consistent with our previous experimental findings [1]. The results showed that normal rod-
type morphologies are stable in the spacing range of 0.5λmin − 1.5λmin, whereas “peanut”
morphologies are stable for λ ≥ 1.6λmin. Although the transition from rods to “peanuts” is a
function of spacing, it was found that the transition from rod to lamellar, which is observed for
α values smaller than 10 degrees, is mostly depend on the angle α for a given phase fraction [4].
Several more specific conclusions are listed below.
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• There is a significant influence of the slide geometry, even for specimen thicknesses which
are many times greater than the characteristic eutectic spacing. When examining mor-
phologies in slide specimens, slide-plane projections must be carefully analyzed for de-
termination of the relevant characteristics of the 3D structure of rod eutectics, and for
meaningful interpretation of experimental results.
• Our model for geometric array distortion exhibits very good agreement with experimental
observation, indicating that the principal effect of slide geometry that must be accounted
for is array distortion. This statement may not hold for very thin slides, δ/λ¯ 1, where
rod distortion may become important.
• Two distinct influences of specimen slide geometry were observed. First, geometrical
constraints give rise to the selection of array order, amounting (in the present case) to
the selection of array orientation. Two particular states were observed, defined here as
P1 and P2, where the 1st and 2nd nearest neighbors are aligned along the slide plane,
respectively. Second, for relatively thin specimens (δ ≤ 30µm), a transition from 3D to
quasi-3D growth was observed at very low velocities, where δ/λ¯ ∼= 1.
• While the 3D to quasi-3D transition velocity was observed to depend on δ/λ¯, the P1/P2
transition was found to occur over a range of approximately 0.05-0.08 µm/s, independent
of specimen thickness. This corresponds to a transition in the dominant unstable mode in
the initial SCN planar front. Stability analysis revealed that, above approximately 0.25
µm/s, the SCN front is unstable with respect to wavelengths equal to the P1 spacing.
Below this velocity, the P1 wavelengths are suppressed, but the P2 wavelengths remain
strongly reinforced. Based on this finding, we attributed the P1/P2 transition to the
morphological instability of the SCN phase, which precedes the formation of the eutectic
array and establishes the relevant spacing in the direction along the specimen slide. It
appears that the influence of the slide on the array dynamics is manifested through a
dominance of the lateral (parallel to the slide wall) spacing, defined as ~b in the present
analysis. The observation that ~b scales normally with V −1/2, while the geometric influ-
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ence is accommodated by the off-plane vector, defined presently as ~a, suggests that the
lower effective packing density arising from the broken symmetry at the specimen slide
wall may be a principal contributor to the selection dynamics, even in relatively thick
slides.
• Regarding the eutectic formation mechanisms, it is found that the triggering mechanism
for the seed formation is not barrierless but rather requires some critical level of under-
cooling for the initiation of growth. This condition results in a single-phase or eutectic
seed that advances in the gradient frame after formation.
• The specimen thickness has an effect on the seed itself, which was observed to be a
single-phase in thin specimens (20 µm) but of eutectic character in the thick specimens
(200 µm).
• Nucleation of SCN seed in a liquid-bearing DC slide-wall groove or DC grain boundary
crevice was found to be possible for included crevice angles less than approximately pi/18.
• The onset of eutectic growth, by seeding or nucleation, was observed to occur at under-
coolings that increase with SP thickness and, hence, the duration of the holding period.
• Morphological selection criterion was experimentally and computationally investigated,
and it was found that rod array distortion takes place as the specimen thickness decreases
below δ/λ ≈ 1, and rod distortion takes place when α < 10◦ and λ/λmin ≥ 1.6.
• The set of structural parameters that is appropriate and necessary for the quantitative
characterization of local eutectic interface morphology was found to include the basis
vectors, ~a and ~b, the base angle, α, diameter of the rods, d, phase fraction, fβ, shape of
the rods, and λ¯.
• It was found that geometrical constraints not only cause the rod array distortion, but
also critically affect the eutectic formation mechanisms.
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• Rods were found to be stable for 0.5 < λ/λmin < 1.6. Below this limit, 2 rows of rods
transform into 1 row of rods to increase the spacing. Above this limit, rods first elongate
and finally form peanut structures.
• Initial dynamics were strongly dependent on holding period duration (which reduces
the number of grain boundaries at the solid-liquid interface), single-phase identity and
thickness (which changes the temperature of the solid-liquid interface) and specimen slide
geometry. Furthermore, the undercooling necessary for eutectic formation was observed
to increase as the single-phase thickness increases.
• Transverse temperature gradient and specimen thickness were found to be prominent
experimental conditions effecting the eutectic formation mechanisms. Transverse tem-
perature gradient was observed to be more influential in thick specimens, where eutectic
formation was always initiated at the bottom of the slide which is the coldest side for the
experimental setup employed. Specimen thickness was also found to have a major effect
on both the transverse temperature gradient and on the eutectic formation mechanisms.
While the seed was observed to be eutectic in thick specimens, it was either SCN or DC in
thin specimens. Furthermore, only seeding mechanism was observed in thick specimens,
whereas nucleation and seeding were observed in thin specimens.
Remaining important questions
How do the prior structure and early-stage mechanisms and dynamics effect the ultimate
steady-state structure quantitatively? What controls are required to ensure reproducible ex-
periments?
Can the full range of degrees of freedom in the rod-array morphology be integrated into
an analytical theory for eutectic growth? (i.e. rod diameter, shape, array distortion, phase
fraction, etc. along with longer range periodicity)
What is the solid-liquid interface energy of camphor?
Are the thin-slide simulations reproducible using thicker (multi-row) simulations? For
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example, does a 4-row array shift to a 3-row array at some value of δ or V? Is this critierion
consistent with what we have seen in the experiments?
When would the transition take place at different phase fractions?
Would the stability regimes be different for different velocity?
Are the transitions observed in phase field simulations consistent with experiment in metal-
lic alloys? Systematic experiments will be necessary to validate the simulation results.
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Appendices
Numerical Codes
Here are the Matlab files (m files) and codes used extensively for the research presented in
this thesis, which are:
A. Projected eutectic spacing measurement
B. Making pictures from phase-field simulation outputs
C. Making movies (and pictures) from phase-field simulation outputs
D. Interface position measurement
E. Flipping and merging the phase-field images
F. Re-drawing the solid-liquid interface for grain boundary groove (GBG) measurements
G. Measurement of θ from GBG
H. Motion architect code for changing the velocity
A. Projected eutectic spacing measurement
Projected eutectic spacing was measured as described below:
1. The images of the solid-liquid front were analyzed using a grayscale line profile function
in ImagePro (Measure → Line Profile) at a location less than projected spacing behind
the growth front (towards cold block),
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2. The line profile was copied by File → Data to Clipboard in ImagePro, and pasting it to
an excel file,
3. The middle column was deleted since it is constant, and not useful,
4. The first and the last columns are pasted to a text file,
5. The text file was named according to the experiment, for the m file given below, it is
called data.txt.
The name of the m file is “lamdaM”.
%**********************************************************************************
% Author = Melis Serefoglu
% Last modified on 23.May.2006
%**********************************************************************************
% Input: Line profile named data.txt (distance vs intensity)
% Output: Plot at which the highest peak represents the most observed eutectic spacing.
% Change: The calibtarion according to the image you are analyzing.
% (see the command below).
% % At the commad window type:
% load data.txt
% lamdaM(data(:,1), data(:,2))
% % A: distance
% B: Intensity
% C: Power
% D: Cycles over distance
% E: Scaled FFT distance
%********************************************************************************
function[C,E] = lamdaM(A,B)
Y = fft(B);
N = length(Y );
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Y (1) = [];
C = abs(Y (1 : N/2)).2;
nyquist = 1/2;
D = (1 : N/2)/(N/2) ∗ nyquist;
E = 1./D; % 1 is needed to be changed with calibration (units/pixels)
plot(E,C), grid on
ylabel(′Power′)
xlabel(′Distance(microns)′)
B. Making pictures from phase-field simulation outputs
Here is the m file used to make pictures from phase-field simulation outputs. The name of
the m file is “make picture”.
%*********************************************************************
%Input: .alpha.num and .beta.num output files, num should be the same.
%Output: 2 tiff files, the first one is longitudinal, the other one is transverse.
%*********************************************************************
clear all
cla %to get rid of any lightining effect that will effect this image
pf1 = load(′melis y10 z12− alpha.1001′);
M1 = reshape(pf1, 6, 5, 30); %z/2, y/2
p1 = patch(isosurface(M1, 50));
set(p1,′ FaceColor′,′ green′,′EdgeColor′,′ none′);
pf2 = load(′melis y10 z12− beta.1001′);
M2 = reshape(pf2, 6, 5, 30); %z/2, y/2
p2 = patch(isosurface(M2, 50));
set(p2,′ FaceColor′,′ blue′,′EdgeColor′,′ none′);
view(10, 12)
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axis equal
camlight
lighting phong
axis([1 5 1 6 1 30]) %y/2, z/2
axis off
print − dtiff melis y10 z12− 1001
view(2)
print − dtiff melis y10 z12− 1001 trans
C. Making movies (and pictures) from phase-field simulation outputs
The following script takes the output from the simulation and creates the images and
movies for visual examination. By using the cinepak compression, one can play movies in both
macintoshs and PCs. The name of the m file is “make movie”.
%*********************************************************************
%Author = Melis Serefoglu Date = 15.July.2008
% Version = v1 Last Modified = 15.July.2008
%*********************************************************************
% Inputs: .alpha.num and .beta.num output files.
% Output: 2 avi files, the first one is longitudinal, the other one is transverse.
%*********************************************************************
numOfFiles = 299; % Number of files to be processed
for i = 1 : numOfFiles
if i < 10
s1 = sprintf(′melis y10 z12− alpha.100%d′, i);
else
if i < 100
s1 = sprintf(′melis y10 z12− alpha.10%d′, i);
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else
s1 = sprintf(′melis y10 z12− alpha.1%d′, i);
end;
end;
pf1 = load(s1);
if i < 10
s2 = sprintf(′melis y10 z12− beta.100%d′, i);
else
if i < 100
s2 = sprintf(′melis y10 z12− beta.10%d′, i);
else
s2 = sprintf(′melis y10 z12− beta.1%d′, i);
end;
end;
figure
pf2 = load(s2);
M1 = reshape(pf1, 6, 5, 30); % z/2, y/2
p1 = patch(isosurface(M1, 50));
set(p1,′ FaceColor′,′ green′,′EdgeColor′,′ none′);
M2 = reshape(pf2, 6, 5, 30); % z/2, y/2
p2 = patch(isosurface(M2, 50));
set(p2,′ FaceColor′,′ blue′,′EdgeColor′,′ none′);
view(10, 12)
axis equal
camlight
lighting phong
axis([1 5 1 6 1 30]) % y/2, z/2
axis off
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%temp = sprintf(′melis y10 z12 %d′, i); % delete the comment to make pictures of each
frame
%print(′−dtiff ′, temp);
m1(i) = getframe;
view(2)
%temp = sprintf(′melis y10 z12 %d′, i); % delete the comment to make pictures of each
frame
%print(′−dtiff ′, temp); m2(i) = getframe;
close
end;
cla
%movie(m1) % to make matlab movies
%movie(m2)
movie2avi(m1,′melis y10 z12 long′,′ compression′,′Cinepak′,′ quality′, 75);
movie2avi(m2,′melis y10 z12 trans′,′ compression′,′Cinepak′,′ quality′, 75);
D. Interface position measurement
This m file first makes an black and white image. Afterwards, it checks all the vertical
pixels, and records the x and y position of the foremost point. The name of the m file is
“measinter”.
%**********************************************
% Author = Melis Serefoglu
% Last Modified on 3.December.2008
%**********************************************
% Input: The images which has interface.
% Output: The distance (in pixels) of the interface from the top of the image.
%**********************************************
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clear all;
numOfFiles = 69; %area needed to be changed
V = fopen(′interface position.csv′,′w′);
for i = 1 : numOfFiles %area needed to be changed
M = sprintf(′image name %d.tif ′, i);
im = imread(M);
[dimx, dimy]= size(im);
for x=1:dimx
for y=1:dimy
if im(x,y)>100;
im(x,y)=100;
end;
end;
end;
%imshow(im)
BW=im2bw(im, 0.35);
dim=size(BW);
%Finding the Max.
posX = 10000;
posY = 10000;
for k=1:dim(2)
for l=1:dim(1)
if BW(l,k)==0;
posY temp = l;
if posY temp<posY
posX = k;
posY = l;
end;
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end;
end;
end;
%sprintf(′Position of the maximum is = (%d,%d).′, posX, posY )
fprintf(V, ’%d,%d \n’, posX, posY);
% initialize curve
%curve = zeros(dim(2), 1);
%for j = 1 : dim(2)
%col = BW (:, j);
%S = max(col);
%curve(j) = S;
%SS = max(S);
%end;
%figure
imshow(BW)
hold on
plot(posX,posY, ’rx’, ’MarkerSize’, 22)
m1(i)=getframe;
end
fclose(V);
movie2avi(m1,′ image name′,′ quality′, 75);
E. Flipping and merging the phase-field images
This m file gets an image and first flips it upside down, and left to right. Than merges all
the images, so that the end width and height is doubled. The name of the m file is “reflect”.
%************************************************************************
%Input: An image in tif format
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%Output: An image that’s reflected left to right and up down, and merged, so that the end
result is 4 input images.
%***********************************************************************
function f2x = reflect(basename)
% basename is the base filename (filename.tif) and
% the file (filename 2x.tif) will be returned
% In the command window, write “reflect(’basename’)”;
fname = sprintf(′%s.tif ′, basename);
f = imread(fname);
[m,n, p]= size(f)
% m = #Rows, n = # Cols=10
% p=3 for rgb image
%g=zeros(m,2*n);
% Separate RGB layers
fr=f(:,:,1);
fg=f(:,:,2);
fb=f(:,:,3);
% Reflect each to get 2x2 in size
A = [frfliplr(fr)]; A = [A; flipud(A)]; f2x = A;
B = [fgfliplr(fg)]; B = [B; flipud(B)]; f2x(:, :, 2) = B;
C = [fbfliplr(fb)]; C = [C; flipud(C)]; f2x(:, :, 3) = C;
imshow(f2x);
axis equal;
axis image;
axis off ;
imwrite(f2x, sprintf(′%s2x.tif ′, basename),′ tif ′);
return
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F. Re-drawing the solid-liquid interface for grain boundary groove (GBG) mea-
surements
This m file finds the maximum change in the intensity, and plots the interface as a curve for
GBG measurements. The name of the file is “gbgMeas”. function z = gbgMeas(basename)
fname = sprintf(′%s.tif ′, basename);
IM = imread(fname);
% Find the interface positions (curve)
I = double(IM);
dim = size(I);
curve = zeros(dim(2), 1); %initialize curve
for j = 1 : dim(2)
col = I(:, j);
grad = gradient(col);
gradSq = grad. ∗ grad;
[maxGrad, imax]= max(gradSq);
curve(j) = imax;
end;
z = curve;
imshow(IM);hold; plot(z,′ yellow′);hold;
return;
G. Measurement of θ from GBG
This m file gets the curve formed by gbgMeas, and first smoothens it, and than measures
the θ value. The name of the m file is “gbgAnalyze”.
function [y, kappa] = gbgAnalyze(c, pixelsize,G, span)
% C = curve from gbgMeas()
% pixelsize and G must be in units of length and K/length
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n = size(c);
theta = zeros(n, 1); theta(1) = 0; kappa = theta; y = theta;
C = multiSmooth(c, 5, 10, 0);
xgrid = 0 : n− 1;
x = pixelsize. ∗ xgrid;
for i = 2 : n
dx = x(i)− x(i− 1);
dy = C(i)− C(i− 1);
ds = sqrt(dx2 + dy2);
theta(i) = atan(dy/dx); % in radians
kappa(i) = (theta(i)− theta(i− 1))/ds;
end;
y = pixelsize. ∗ C;
plot(kappa, y)
%yG = y. ∗G;
%LG = (y./kappa)(0.5);
%lg = mean(LG);
return;
H. Motion architect code for changing the velocity
This code can be run in Motion Architect terminal to change the velocity in increments.
In the example given below the initial and final velocities are 0.1 and 0.4 mm/s, respectively.
The velocity was changed with the increment of 0.001 mm/s and the distance increment was
0.01 mm. So after going 0.01 mm with 0.1 mm/s, the velocity will change to 0.101, and go
another 0.01 mm with that velocity, and so on... The program was named as “inter.prg”.
DEL inter
DEF inter
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V AR1 = 0.1
V AR2 = 0
REPEAT
MC0
MA0
V (V AR1)
D (V AR2)
A 0.00001
GOBUF1
V AR1 = V AR1 + 0.001
V AR2 = V AR2 + 0.01
UNTIL (V AR1 = 0.399)
D 10
V 0.4
GOBUF1
END
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Experimental Details
In this section, the details of the experimental procedure as well as measurement techniques
are given, which includes:
A. Obtaining a line profile from digital images
B. Rod diameter measurement
C. Running directional solidification experiments with horizontal DS unit
D. Motion Architect quick keys and tips
E. Running directional solidification experiments with vertical DS unit
F. Preparing thin tube specimens for metallic DS unit
G. Filling quartz specimen tubes with material
H. Sublimation of Camphor (DC)
I. Welding thin themocouples and inserting them into thin tubes
J. Running phase-field simulations
A. Obtaining a line profile from digital images
1. The representative images were selected and rotated if necessary to make the interface
parallel to the edge of the image,
2. The solid-liquid front were analyzed using a grayscale line profile function in ImagePro
(Measure → Line Profile) at a location less than projected spacing behind the growth
front (towards cold block),
3. The line profile was copied by File → Data to Clipboard in ImagePro, and pasting it to
an excel file,
4. The middle column was deleted since it is constant, and not useful,
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5. The first and the last columns were pasted to a text file,
6. The text file than analyzed by lamdaM.m file, details of which is given above.
B. Rod diameter measurement
1. First the representative images were selected,
2. Next the images were opened with Image Pro and rotated as necessary (in order to make
the interface parallel to the image edge).
3. Then the image was calibrated (Measure → Calibration → Spatial) by selecting the the
digital imaging system with which the image was taken. Finally clicked on “Apply”. The
measurements can also be done in terms of pixels and later can be converted to µm.
4. Using the mouse, the images were zoomed in a couple times. This way a more accurate
thickness was obtained.
5. The rod diameter was measured in ImagePro (Measure → Measure DIstances) at loca-
tions where the SCN/DC interface was macroscopically straight on both sides of a rod
and parallel to the growth direction.
6. After all the measurements, the screen was printed for further examination.
C. Running directional solidification experiments with horizontal DS unit
The following information is given for running DS with SCN-DC binary system.
1. If the prior structure was wanted to be controlled, first the circulator was turned on, and
set to −5◦C.
2. Waited for approximately 90 min, or until the set point was reached.
3. The controller (which controls the cartridge heaters inside the hot block) was set to 80◦C
and turned on.
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4. The illuminator was turned on (I set the illuminator to 1/4 intensity and it is important
to set the illuminator the same all the time since it heats up the specimen and change
the temperature gradient).
5. The heaters heat up pretty quickly, ≈ 5 min.
6. After both the circulator and the controller were reached to the set point, 1 to 2 hours
were waited to let the interface stabilize.
7. The encoder reader was calibrated with respect to stage or thermocouples.
8. The Motion Architect software were opened.
9. The motion program was sent to the motor by Terminal → Transfer → Send Motion
Program → melis.prg (to make the units in mm) → ok.
10. The name of the scaling program was entered ( for units in mm enter “MELIS”).
11. The distance and velocity was set by writing D# and V#.
12. The cameras, TV, VHS were turned on.
13. ImagePro was opened, and the image acquisition was setup was set as shown below:
White Balance: R 77, G 100, B, 283
Exposure: 950
Signal: Gain: 1, Gamma: 1, Offset: 7
Resolution: Pwv Resolution: 800 x 600 (Fine), Acq Resolution: 1600 x 1200 (Fine).
Both the preview and the acquisition format should be same, meaning both should be
fine, or medium etc. to capture the area that you see in the preview.
Capture depth: 8 bit mono
14. The position of eutectic-single phase and single phase-liquid were recorded to set a ref-
erence point.
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15. The interval image acquisition was enabled by Acquire → Acquire TimeLapse.
16. The number of images desired to be taken and the frequency as well as the folder in
which the images would be saved were set.
17. If temperature measurements would be taken, the “Temperature Measurement” vi was
opened, and the frequency and the number of measurements were entered.
18. VHS cassette was inserted
19. After everything was double checked, the following items were needed to be done very
quickly:
(a) Click on “Acquire” at ImagePro,
(b) Write “GO” at Motion Architect and enter,
(c) Hit record on VHS,
(d) Start LabView temperature reader by clicking on the arrow on top left,
(e) Start the timer.
20. After the experiment was done, everything was turned off.
D. Motion Architect quick keys and tips
!K : Stops furnace motion
D# : Sets distance (# range 0.00000 ± 999999999)
V# : Sets velocity (# range 0.00000 - 1600000)
A# : Sets acceleration
MA0 : Incremental (current) mode
MA1 : Absolute mode
PSET : Establishes absolute position
SCALE1 : Enables all the scale factors.
LS0 : Disable negative and positive direction soft limits
LS3 : Enable negative and positive direction soft limits
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LSPOS# : Sets positive soft limit (# range -99999999 ± 999999999)
LSNEG# : Sets negative soft limit (# range -99999999 ± 999999999)
HELP : Provides the telephone numbers for the technical support
# : Input number is in terms of mm, mm/s, and mm/s2 for distance, velocity and acceleration
respectively.
• Delete the program before defining with DEL EXAMPL.
• Kill the existing programs in terminal, before downloading another one with !K or ctrl/K.
• Use MA0 GOBUF for little increments. Increase the velocity with a loop (repeat until)
until the previous segment before the final velocity.
• For the final segment use MA1 and set the V as the final velocity.
MA0
GOBUF goal is reaching the D
FOLEN1 → last preset GOBUF segment will end with the last specified goal velocity.
The last motion segment must end at zero velocity. Use PLOOP and the loop is closed after
the last GOBUF segment, then the unit will not consider the last GOBUF as a final motion
segment.
MA1
GOBUF → goal is reaching the V
The non-zero velocity segment can be used as the last motion segment in a profile without an
error.
Distance command: In the incremental mode (MA0), the distance value represents the
total number of units you wish the motor to move. In the absolute mode (MA1), the distance
value represents the absolute position the motor will end up at; the actual distance traveled
will vary depending on the absolute position of the motor before the move is initiated.
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Absolute/Incremental modes: In incremental mode (MA0), all moves are made with
respect to the position at the beginning of the move. This mode is useful for repeating moves of
the same distance. In absolute mode (MA1), all moves are made with respect to the absolute
zero position. The absolute zero position is equal to zero upon power up, and can be redefined
with the PSET command. An internal counter keeps track of absolute position.
PSET command: All the PSET values entered are in steps, unless scaling is enabled
(SCALE1), in which case PSET is multiplied by the distance scale factor (SCLD).
SCALE1 command: When scaling is enabled all entered data is multiplied by the ap-
propriate scale factor.
Soft limit: After a soft limit absolute position has been programmed (LSNEG and LSPOS)
and the soft limit is enabled (LS), a move will be restricted upon reaching the programmed soft
limit absolute position. The controller maintains an absolute count, even though you may be
programming in the incremental mode (MA0). The soft limits will also function in incremental
mode (MA0), or continuous mode (MC1). The soft limit position references the commanded
position, not the position as measured by the feedback device (encoder),
E. Running directional solidification experiments with vertical DS unit
The following information is given for running DS thin tube experiments with Al-Cu around
eutectic composition.
1. The setup was assembled.
2. The furnace was moved to the lowest position.
3. The vacuum pump and water valve were turned on.
4. The position of the tube and thin tubes with respect to the furnace were marked.
5. The system was flushed 3 times with an inert gas.
6. Temperature was set to 900 ◦C to melt most of the metal.
7. The Motion Architect software was opened.
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8. The motion program was sent to the motor by Terminal → Transfer → Send Motion
Program → SCALE1.prg (to make the units in mm) → ok.
9. The name of the scaling program was entered ( for units in mm enter “SCALE1”).
10. The distance and velocity was set by writing D# and V#.
11. After waiting for two hours, thin tubes were inserted into the molten metal till it hits
the solid, and moved couple mms up to allow filling.
12. The tube was pressurized by the inert gas to fill the thin tube.
13. The final position of the thin tubes were recorded.
14. The temperature was set to to 750◦C for G ≈ 7.5K/mm and 825◦C for G ≈ 10K/mm
(the first measurement was done by Luke England and the second one was by Amie Yang,
both for Al-Si around eutectic composition).
15. Waited for 1 hour to let the interface stabilize.
16. The experiment was run by writing “GO” in the terminal and hitting enter.
17. After the run was ended, everything was turned off.
18. When the furnace was cooled down, the alumina tube was broken by a wrench while
holding the tube.
One can also do this experiment in two steps, first is filling the thin tube, and the second is
running the DS experiment.
F. Preparing thin tube specimens for metallic DS unit
One needs ≈ 5 mm discs with holes, diameter of which should be around the diameter of the
thin tube. The disc can be made out of carbon if carbon would not contaminate the specimen.
The disc should be filed in order to make the liquid flow easier. Additionally alumina rod and
stainless steel tube were needed.
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1. The 5.5 mm diameter alumina tube was sealed with torr seal (sealent for vacuum appli-
cation, not good for high temperatures).
2. One end of the thin alumina tubes were sealed by H2O2 torch.
3. The thin tubes were passed through the carbon discs and attached to them with Aluma
bond (sealent for high temperatures).
4. The sealed end of the thin tubes were attached to the alumina rod with Aluma bond.
5. The alumina rod was attached to the stainless steel rod with Aluma bond and the other
end of the stainless steel rod was sealed by torr seal.
6. It was very important to make sure that everything lined up perfectly.
It is very important to know how much liquid is melted especially for dendritic and cellular
growth experiments to make sure the level of liquid inside the thin tube is the same as the
one in the thick tube to make the diffusion field in front of the solid-liquid interface the same,
which is very critical if one wants to compare the microstructure in thin and thick tubes.
G. Filling quartz specimen tubes with material
The explanation below is given for SCN-DC binary system. By using this procedure 20,
30, 50, 100, and 200 µm wide, 1 foot long specimen tubes were filled.
1. One end of the thin tubes were sealed by propane torch.
2. The thin tubes were attached to a quartz tube (one end of which needs to be sealed with
torch) with parafilm.
3. The material in the crucible was inserted into the glass chamber (Fig. 10).
4. Glass chamber was assembled (Fig. 11)so that the thin tubes were ≈ 0.5 cm away from
the material.
5. O-rings were doubled checked to make sure they were properly seated.
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6. The vacuum pump was turned on, and the chamber was flushed for 3 times with inert
gas, waiting for five minutes under vacuum between flushings.
7. After flushing, the vacuum was turned off in order to avoid sublimation of DC which
would change the composition of the material.
8. A beaker was filled with water and placed on a hot plate/stirrer.
9. The glass chamber was inserted into the water, and the hot plate was turned on and let
heat up until the water temperature was reached to ≈ 60◦C.
10. When the material started to melt, the stirrer was turned on to make the melt homoge-
neous.
11. When the material melted completely the thin tubes were inserted into it, and the thin
tubes were heated by a heat gone for couple minutes to make sure that the material
would not solidify while it is filling the thin tube.
12. The chamber was pressurized to fill the thin tubes.
13. The hot plate/stirrer was turned off, and the material was let to cool.
14. When the material solidified completely, the chamber was disassembled.
H. Sublimation of Camphor (DC)
The schematics of the sublimation setup is given in Fig. 12. The details of the process is
given below:
1. The stand, hot plate, silicone oil bath, and sublimation chamber was assembled as shown
in Fig. 12
2. With the upper section of the chamber removed, the commercially available camphor
was put into the lower section of the chamber.
3. The upper part of the sublimation unit was assembled with the o-ring seal properly
seated between the upper and lower sections.
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4. The chamber clamp was engaged and the water and vacuum lines were connected.
5. The setup was lowered into the oil bath.
6. Water valve and vacuum pump were turned on.
7. The system was flushed 4 to 5 times and the nitrogen cylinder was turned off.
8. Hot plate was turned on to setting 5 at which the temperature of the silicone fluid was
≈ 80◦C.
9. Waited until the whole camphor was sublimed and everything was turned off. It takes
approximately 3 hours to sublime 2.5 grams of camphor, i.e. ≈ 0.014 grams/min.
10. Sealable glass vials were cleaned with soap, acetone, and methanol and left in a furnace
which was set to 60◦C until all the liquid on it vaporizes.
11. The chamber and the vial were placed in an glove box, and the sublimed DC were put
into the vial using a spatula.
12. The vial was sealed with its cap and parafilm.
Two times sublimed camphor was used for the experiments.
I. Welding thin themocouples and inserting them into thin tubes
25 and 50 µm wires were welded using the procedure described below.
1. With the help of fine polishing paper, the insulating material around the tip of wires
were removed.
2. The tips were twisted to make the wired contact each other.
3. By using the thermocouple welder shown in Fig. 13, the wires were hold together with
the wire holding pliers, and by slowly approaching to the carbon electrode, the arc was
generated which fused the thermocouples together.
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4. The thermocouples were inserted into the thin tubes by the help of either thinner tube
or thin stainless steel spacers.
J. Running phase-field simulations
To execute an executable file, one needs Eutectics-version.c, fibo-4322.c, getline.c. Then,
by writing cc Eutectics-version.c, fibo-4322.c, getline.c -o executable name -lm one can form
executable file named as “executable name”. After having the executable, and an input file
with .dat extension, one can run simulations by writing “./name executable input file”. Here
is an example for input file:
FILE
y48 z28 dx08 exasii ID30 ZTG30
RODS
SEED
1
DIMENSIONS
120 48 28
INTERFACE DISPLACEMENT
30
ZERO TEMPERATURE GUESS
30
DELTA X
0.8
W
1
TAU (tau, tau alpha, tau beta)
1 1 1
CONCENTRATIONS
0.8947 -0.1053 0
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INITIAL CONDITION (PLANAR, TILTED)
Y-PLANAR Z-PLANAR
BOUNDARY CONDITION (PERIODIC, REFLECTIVE + WHOLE, HALF)
YRBC ZRBC HALF
NLAMELLAE
1
ANTITRAPPING
DIFFUSION COEFFICIENT
1.17794198
LAMBDA COUPLING CONSTANT
4.01001524
VELOCITY
0.00501009756
ITERATIONS (within 0-2147483647)
2160000
TIMESTEP
0.0887097376
THERMAL LENGTHS (For ALPHA and BETA phases)
-940.454323 940.454323
To make a tar file, one should write “tar -cvvf name.tar foldername/” at the terminal.
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Figure 10: Glass chamber used for filling thin slides.
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Figure 11: Assembled glass chamber.
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 2 
Scope: 
 
This document describes a sublimation procedure for purification 
of low melting point materials. The procedure covers activities 
performed in Gilman 0305 only.  
 
Please enter the date, time, and user name in the sublimation log 
sheet. 
 
Equipment Set Up: 
 
The sublimation equipment is to be set up in a chemical fume hood 
as summarized in the Figure 1.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Sublimation equipment 
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Figure 12: Schematic of the sublimation setup.
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Figure 13: Thermocouple welder.
